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TAMANAWAS
literal translation of the ancient Indian word Tamanawas

" the spiritual change and transformation from adolescence to
adulthood". It describes the ascension from the meager , unlearned
is

mind to a heightened consciousness attained through trials and
self discovery. But , over the centuries , Tamanawas has been melted
down as a term and rebuilt to better represent the people that it

-

.

describes

There is a legend about a natural stone bridge that was
formed over the Columbia River when a rockslide occurred near the
Cascade Locks. It was named the Tamanawas Bridge , or Bridge of the
Gods. The center of the bridge housed the only fire in the world ,
and it drew tribes from every corner of the continent to collect
embers from the sacred fire to maintain their own fires.
An old woman named Loowitlatkla , or " Lady of Fire" , tended
the fire. She was beloved by all the tribes for her generous
nature and for her faithfulness to her duties. The great chief
Tyee Sahale took notice of her and decided to offer her a gift so
Theonly bestowed it on two others ,
rare and treasured that he had
his sons Klickitat and Wyeast. He offered her eternal life. But ,
Loowit cried because she didn' t desire eternal life if it meant
remaining an old woman. So , Tyee Sahale granted her eternal youth
and beauty.
One day , the brothers Klickitat and Wyeast arrived at
the bridge and , struck with the miraculous beauty of Loowit , fell
in love with her. She could not choose between the two brothers ,
so the brothers fought , burning villages and forests to the ground.
Tyee Sahale , in his anger, killed the quarrelling lovers. However ,
even in his rage , he loved them all so dearly that he erected a
mountain in the place where each fell. Loowit's beauty inspired the
perfection of St. Helen's. Wyeast's immortalization, Mount Hood ,
keeps his head held high. And Klickitat , Mount Adams , bends his
head in sorrow at the sight of his lovely Loowit covered in snow.
The true translation of Tamanawas lies not in a nine
letter description , but in the land and the people that live
by it. The UPS community inhabits legendary land and therefore
we are what legends are made of. We are here to make that leap
from adolescence to adulthood , and we will do it without divine
intervention. We can remind ourselves of the lessons that the
legends tell us. But , it is our job as students to make that
Tamanawas on our own , and to make our realities more striking than
any legend could ever be.
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The theme this year for Tamanawas is "roots". The word roots usually brings to mind, trees, flowers, bushes. The past. History, stories,

aging. What we often forget when we think about the past is that in a very short while, we will be the past. While we are planning
our futures, we're creating our pasts. Now, before Bringing anyone down, look at it this way: we have the potential to
create

amazing futures, and leave behind inspirational pasts. These four years are our opportunity to envision and begin crafting a future
that we can be proud of. Our roots are still young, we are the equivilant of freshly planted bulbs. At UPS, we have the

opportunity

to explore and test the waters before we decide our futures. Our roots have yet to be established. So,
just remember this: we

I

are capable of greatness, so

'

start growing now. Begin

m

l

creating a future of your
own so that you can have a
past you are proud of
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! / Hw wh?n we were little, we dreaded the first day of school . The first
firs day of
rsclipol consisted of ugly, early-nineties uniforms, dumb, unoriginal phc
frsclipol
photos ops
on the fror&ftteB ind mothers standing at the bottom of the driveway with your
siblings, gl( jwirT§ with maternal pride. Of course, this being the early nineties, and
us having no control over my appearances, there were countless androgonous
haircuts and outfits on . Needless to say, the first day of school was typically
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muddy sliprvslide
contest. There
is something to
be said about
the Resident's
Assistants if they

event.
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mortifying .
The beginning of college can feel much the same as the beginning of , say,
fourth grade. Fourth grade feels like a new world, and college is a new world . To
the
degree . And just like fourth grade, everyone wonders if they' ll make friends,
if the other kids will like them . And , this year was no exception . The freshman still
tried to fit in , and the sophomores, juniors and seniors reacquaint themselves with
the campus and what it means to be in college . Everybody adjusted to college
smoothly this year and eventually fell into a comfortable pattern . Getting through
that first reaction to college, that uncomfortable, wrong haircut, wrong clothes,
wrong school reaction is key. But, once you do, life is good . And thus began the
2004-2005 school year.
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Football was off to an
unbelievable start during the
2004 season. The underdog
slived up to their reputation.
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Opening
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A fire was reported at the the edge of the south quad
on the 19th of September. A resident's shed caught on fire but became too
large
for mgt an ordinary garden hose. The Tacoma Fire Department rushed to the
scene and no one was m jured.
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. Logger soccer
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player, Kate Daly practices

dribbling. Getting back into
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shape can be difficult after
the summer months but
the girls soccer team was
ready for action when they
arrived back at UPS for the
2004 season. Our President
of UPS, Ron Thomas gives the
annual convocation speech
during orientation.
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The Girls’ Volley Ball team, Amy Thompson, Sarah Bliss, Jessica McPheerHayes, Biiana Van Over,
Tera Anderson, Alexis Kern, Joanna Ricken, and Monica Groves showed their support at a Logger football game by
painting thier stomaches and cheering throughout the whole of the game
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Left, students mug for the camera after a job well
done at Urban Pmnga Bellow, JD Barton, and
Blaire Notnca sing along to Celene Dion's hit *When
you touch me like this. Bottom, perspective leaders
Tom Vanhuvelen and Drew Humberd hide from the
dark chirring the Camus Life Skit.
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to College can easily be an intimidating and stressful
process. Luckily, here at UPS we have an extensive orientation
program that will leave students know this school like the back

V
of their hand.
Here, orientation is no 2 day overview . Knowing it's packed with
information and activities ranging from Urban Plunge, Prelude, The Campus
Life Skit, RSA Dance, Play Fair, Passages, class registration, and much more
spread over 10 days.
This all started with move-in day, where the freshman class gets
its first chance to see each other, while simultaneously saying goodbye to
loved ones, echoing this year's orientation theme of "You say goodbye, we
say hello" based on the Beatles' song. But even with all the changes and
pressures of the first day, most students had fun and stayed positive, like
Freshman Megan Morrison who jokingly observed, "It was a lot warmer
than when I visited in November."
Like always, weather wasn't the only thing to be excited about
during the first week here. With a wide range of events, there was plenty
of time to have fun and meet new people. "I felt like I was around a lot of
people, and it was a little overwhelming . But it was good to see so many
faces..." recounted Marie Sakai. "What was bad was when people would
remember your name and I couldn't remember theirs."
Orientation, like all good things, wouldn't be where it is without
the help of all the hard working people who make it happen. The
Orientation leaders who strive to make the transition into college as
seamless as possible. Senior Justin Genziano, who helped plan Orientation
with Student Affairs, articulated the importance the orientation process "It's
kind of like you have an unspoken power or influence over the freshman
and it can really go a long way . And everyone says that the first week here
can be pivotal to making the transition smooth."
Between the activities, friends, and people to help you along the
way, Orientation helps prepare the new students for what's ahead of
them, bringing Freshman Matt Hoffman to this conclusion; "College is like
summer camp."
Too bad mid-terms don't involve S'mores .
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Arrival.' Far left. Passages leader Cenny Rice,
practices the art of Poi durrmg the picnic after
Convocation. Below, one of many new students
checking in and Passages leader Van Pham smiles
as he hdps move in many boxes.
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Arrival. Far left,
Passages leader

Cenny Rice,
practices the art
of Poi during

>

the picnic after
Convocation.
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assages, a part of our school's famous Orientation program, is

l ^not only the single largest activity, but also one of the most loved.

But why the Passages program is so popular is an even more
interesting question.
Due to the large size of the freshman class, Passages is split into two
groups Maroon and White. This allows for one group to do various
Perspectives activities on campus while the other groups is having fun
on Passages, making the size more manageable for both students and
the student leaders and faculty who are there to help them. The actual
trip to the Passages base camp is as interesting as the destination, taking
many students across the Narrows Bridge to their very first encounter
with the beautiful Olympic Mountain wilderness .
Once at base camp there are a huge variety of activities for students
to participate in: rock climbing, swimming and sports at the camp to
overnight backpacking and kayaking in other parts of the park.
For many, Passages helped to further force them out of their shells.
"I thought that passages broke down your comfort
zones and shook
things up a bit. It made people realize that if you get out of your dorm
room you'll have more fun during college," observed Freshman Tara
Horn.
So, be it in the form of spandex-clad passages leaders, a crazy
Hoe Down, or circle of death during a backpacking trip, passages has a
way of making people come together. That is exactly why we remember
it is as fondly as we do.
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Heilo„.Getting out of Hand?
Top, upperclassmen laugh
during their training for

Passages,Hiki
Passages
packing,Kaya
swimming,HoeDown,games,foo
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Passages
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mysterious hand
appears out of
nowhera The bond
that the leaders
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makes during
the two weeks of
Passages rivals
the bonds and
Freshmen make
during their weeks
of Orientation.
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as superheroes
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Backpacking in the Wild. Main photo.'
Alex Morray tries his skills at rock
climbing at a scenic spot while on his trip.

camp."
Above, Passages
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Left, the fire
is set up for
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i Sam Christman and his co-leader Micaela
O'Leary show off their skill as leaders on

the trip.
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es,Hiking,Back
, Kayaking, fun,
ng,HoeDown,
Passages
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Smith hall residents gather at a meeting to discuss how to
decorate their dorm for the homecoming HallT-Daza Smith's
holiday was Valentine's Day and ended up consisting of a
tunnel of love in the basement, a wedding chapel in the foyer,
and a wedding reception in the first floor lounga
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Black and White." Smith hall looks absolutely enchanted when view©
through an ultraviolet filter by Nick Kiest Smith housed many freshmei
and was named by Rhea-Houston Smith for her husband Ward A. Smitt

.

.

and son, C Mark Smith

Lucky Dragol Setoffs red dragon greeted visitors during Hall-I-Daze in th
first floor. Their holiday was the Chinese New Year, and they pulled it ol
with lots of red and hard work.
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North Quad Dorms
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iving in the North Quad is
interesting, to say the least.
I Composed of University,
Smith, Schiff, Harrington, and
Anderson / Langdon right in the
middle, there are people from all
walks of life.
University offers Sophomores,
Juniors, and Seniors the oncampus dorm life . There the
older, and hopefully wiser
students, reside . Smith is a
quieter hall for mostly Freshmen .

In Schiff, the "Outdoors Hall",
students plan outdoors activities
like sleeping under the stars for
the fall equinox, or hiking on
Mt. Rainier . Harrington has the
Healthy-Options floors, home to
health nuts and runners alike.
The massive Anderson / Langdon ,
however , is for the student, who
loves the hustle and bustle of
student life. While not all of its
residents fall into this category,
many do and are not ashamed
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Frisbee around . This was
a common place to just lie
in the grass for awhile and
soak up some sun . When

the weather turns cloudy
and gray, however, the
students return to their
dorms and lounges inside .
There they play games,
watch movies and TV, or
just talk .
Life in the North Quad
is fun , with plenty of
opportunities to have some
fun , study, or relax.
-Cara Munson

A Hopeless Endeavor. During the week before
homecoming, Anderson Langdon residents start
decorating their first floor as Bourbon Street in
their Mardi Gras theme. Unfortunately, after
spending all their time putting up the black paper,
it all fell down the next day, and they ended up

k< .
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to have fun in their dorm .
One of the best aspects
of living in the North Quad
is the large field right in the
middle. On sunny days,
students are seen often
studying or throwing a
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scrapping the whole idea

3
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frisbeel One of the

games of Frisbee played
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1 the field on a beautiful sunny

jy involving a few north quad
sidents. Students took advantage
’ the sun whenever it appeared.
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North Quad Dorms
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Slime Monsters’. At the Todd field
slip in slide event four girls play
in the mud after

*
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taking a slide

.

Out of the Way!.' At the beginnin
of the year, the members of til
south quad get to know each oth«
by slipping and sliding on the fiel
>3P Here three girls take their turns i
pront of a group of students wh
elidn't want to get wet

^58
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down on the water Most par
ticipants took the opportunity to
play in the mud and get dirty
without worrying what their
mothers would think
¬

.

Todd Phibbs residents hall is
infamous for their atmosphere of
working hard but playing harder.

Lounging outside and smoked

tobacco out of a hookah.
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s a freshman in Todd/

1 \ phibbs Hall in the south
#

V|uad, living right next

to Todd Field is quite a treat.
You get to watch the rugby
team viciously beat each other
up daily, not to mention the
crazy Ultimate Frisbee play
ers that think it is a great idea
to play in the middle of the
night... in the fog.. . and get
hit with the Frisbee. Being that
¬

T/P is the biggest hall on cam
pus, Its residents are subjected
to a great variety of people,
and probably the greatest num
ber of write-ups. My neighbor,
for example, finds it polite to
put on "Float On" on repeat,
lock his dorm, and leave for
class for two hours. That's right,
two straight hours of "Float
On." I may never be the same
again. There is never a dull

£* <hOVl. CM
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South Quad Dorms

¬

¬

(

moment here, or a consistent

aroma. As Forrest Gump would
say, "You never know what
you're going to smell." And that
is why it's so nice to return to
the centrally-located dormitory
after class, use your handydandy student card to unlock
the door, take a deep breathe
and know instantly that you're
going to like it here. -Kristen
Longwell
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Home Sweet Hornel The south quad, here as seen from the
parking lot was centrally located and housed (*) students.
The dorms in the south quad are Seward Regester, Todd '
Phibbs, and Trimble.

Moving In’. In Todd'Phibbs on the first day of Orientation,
dorm rooms were a mess Once moved in, though
everything was hopefully neat and tidy, and they started
to feel like home
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Easter in Octobei'7. Acting Easter Bunny Lizzie
Raudenbush pauses on her hop down Todd 'Phibbs during
the homecoming "Hall-I-Daze." T'Ps holiday was, of
course. Easter, but Harrington took home the gold for hall
decorations.
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Above left to right,

1

Sarah Gollhofer,
Delphine Vigies,
Prof. Rocchi, Erin
McGullough, Jill
Monin, Jordan
Sasser, Vanessa
Smith Elise
Kruidenier, Sara
Ramly at the
French housa
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Food for Thought. Fondu at the Phriendly
Phreelance Philosophy Housa Far left, one of
the many
LlltJXllti house cXXXLX
activites
, put
V
y - joint theme
Uil
jJLXL on
by the Cooking SCulture house and Interna
tional Film and Theatre housa
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Theme Houses
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These Students Love Where They Live
heme row, otherwise known as North Lawrence, is the place
that we all remember from that campus tour so long ago. But
what goes on behind those brightly painted front doors?
First of all, there are a whopping 21 theme houses on
campus that range in theme from languages, sports, philosophy, to
the arts. "The fact that there are so many theme houses is amazing,
that so many people are able to find others that share their interests."
commented Sophomore Sarah Cooper of the Spanish house.
This passion for ones theme house was echoed down the
street at the Ben & Jerry's house where theme house coordinator
Phoebe K. recounted her long interest in the house "Whenever I
saw one of the books I would say 'Oh that's a Ben and Jerry's theme
house book ."' Then adding, "Plus I love ice cream and reading ."
And of course no theme house is complete without
programs, and the residents all work hard to create and promote
their events. When asked for the secrets for a successful event Junior
Erik Tollerud of the new Phriendly Phrelance Philosophy house
responded "Whatever it takes to get people to show up!"
Even with the unique benefits of theme houses there are the
normal challenges associated with living on your own . "Living in a
house gives you responsibility, you have to clean your own space . . .
but it also gives you freedom to do your own thing," theorized
Sophomore Drew Seavey of the Eastern Spirituality house.
So with all of these great benefits it is no wonder that theme
house members love where they live . These wide spread feelings
were perhaps best summed up by theme house C.C. and Senior
Rachel Pregont who laughed , "What's better than living in a house
with five of your best friends and not having to worry about rent?"
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Above, Rachel Pregont holds a Spanish add-lib as Victoria
Bartow reads the words durring the house's conversation
hour, as Emily Knudsen and Prcfessora Sabrina Spannagel
listen to the wacky story unfold.
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Catching Up. Jean Gibb and Sara Koik quickly chat before running
out the door.
'

We iiN off

Welcomingthe Neighbors'. Jess Fritz, Maggie McElhinney, NicoleAhnen, Alexa Cares
and Kate Wullerandt smile in joy of finally living off campus.
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Utilities

4341.70
$92.83

Food Casts

With meal
plan : *

Phone
Internet
cable
Transportation

$236.37
$32.32
$17.77

N o meal
plan :
$149.55

$16.12
$34 , 04**
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A bout 35 percent of Puget

/ A Sound students live off
/ \campus. About 90 percent
of those who live off campus
find housing in the neighboring
community within one to two
miles of the campus

)

In November 2001 , the Student
Services Office conducted a
survey of the cost of living for
students who live off campus.
Of the approximately 1 , 290
students living off campus, 263
responded , for a return rate of
20.4 percent .

Cooking!Erin Wilson cooks a pot of pasta for her housmates and herself while Seth Tolbert works on
1 mastering his
I recipe for shrimp
gumbo

'M

1
V

BBQ. Brennan Mueller, Rae Trihiano and Jesse Brink hang out
while waiting for their hamburgers ~to finish cooking.
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Showing the guns.' President John Hines shows the power behind the beys of Phi
Delta Theta

Look at the birdyl President Dan Bradley and the men
Sigma Chi are all smiles standing proud in front of the
house
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Sigma Chi Derby Days. A week
'

lonrf fund-raiser for the Malce »
"

to the Sigma Chi functions which
included a silent date auction and
a contest to see how many sorority
the windshield was busted.
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Crossing the Border" Sigma Nu spends the weekend in British Columbia,
Canada for the their formal White Rose ceremony. The whole
fraternity enjoys all that whistler had to offer and their weekend was

-

r

J

t

full of festivities.
> *' •
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urrently Puget Sound is called home by four fraternities; Phi
Delt, Beta, Sigma Chi and Sigma Nu. Fraternity life has not
only be responsible for many of the schools best parties, they
are also involved in a great deal of community sponsored events.
They have planted trees down by the water in hopes of restoring
a park, cleaned out the bay by paddling around in kayaks picking
up garbage from the water and even get a little exercise from
time to time by participating in fund raisers that involve walking tc
raise money to help the less fortunate, just to name a few of the
activities the fraternities have been involved in off campus. Bui
most importantly frat life at UPS does not take on the Animal House
stereotypes, you can often find the majority of the frat boys in the
library until closing.
1
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Clean cut." Beta Theta R dresses to impress before a formal chapter meeting
It is not required of all Fratematies to wear thier bests but Beta Theta Pi
stands out for their great taste.
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Fraternity Life
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New Address. The Kappa Kappa Gamma tfirls smile as they
thankful they have moved from the Smith Dorm out to
Union with the rest of the Greek Houses.

A Gaggle of Girls'. President Tara Rjoklund and the Alpha Phi girls strike
a pose before their weekly chapter meeting.
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X' "" urrently at UPS there are five sororities; Kappa Alpha Theta, Gamma Phi Beta , Alpha Phi, Kappa Kappa Gamma and Pi Beta Phi .
With a large increase in sorority popularity last spring Kappa Kappa Gamma was given the opportunity to move from there Smith
Dorm estate out to three campus owned houses on Washington Ave ., right with the rest of the Greek community. Sororities have
also been responsible for numerous sponsored events around campus. Not only do the sororities engage in many of the volunteer pro¬
grams that the fraternities do, they also put on many of their own . Pi Beta Phi's Arrow Spike raises money to help kids go to school and
buy books. Sorry boys, for now sororities will be a place for girls, the next stage up from the Babysitters' Club.
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Sparkling Whites’. The Kappa
Alpha Theta girls were not
afraid to show the pearly
whites as they exit an

exhausting chapter meeting.
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mgrats.’ Karolyn Johnson
Cong

and
id tthe Pi Beta Phi are
all smiles in honor of their
newly acquired Pi Phis
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One Big Family’. Gamma Beta Phi welcomes the new
members to their family as they put an end to bid day.
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Executive Power.' It doesn't look like
our vice president has too much
authority as he is being dunked in
this tank during Log Jam.
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Excuse me Mr. President'. Ryan Cunningham
might seem like he is all fun and games but in
reality he runs ASUPS with an iron fist.
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Contemplation.'

ASUPS Director of
Business Services,
Ben Zamzow 5

.. .

3?

m

enjoys this years'
passages hoedown,
but takes a

personal moment
on the rocks by
the Sound.
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ASUPS
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"he Associated Students of the University of Puget Sound have a
long and proud history here in Tacoma . Since 1903, our elected

Tech master and publishing mama.' Calla
Ostrander working with her staff in the Director
of Public Relations office. Ted Meriam the Director
of Technology
>iogy !Services works comfortably from his
tangerine office. This is one of the few times he has
actually been seen in his office. Ted is called on to
help many ASUPS organizations with technological
problems and is always around campus helping
those in need, student
"

.

e

*

L

executives and senators have facilitated the operation of major
programming events like last year's Maroon 5 concert and this year's
homecoming Log Jam , various icecream socials, and orientation play
fair . ASUPS also sponsors published media outlets like our student-run
FM radio station , the newspaper, and the yearbook. They facilitate clubs
and organizations like Drummers for Peace and the Rugby Team . We
even have our own student judicial branch , and we give students a voice
in how their money is spent through committees and regular elections.
The roles of the Executive Officers cover everything from the day-today running of ASUPS to developing policies that guide the broader
direction of the organization . The President, Ryan Cunningham , and
the Vice President, Wesley Magee, represent ASUPS to the greater Puget
Sound community. In conjunction with the Director of Business Services,
Benjamin Zamzow, the Director of Public Relations, Calla Ostrander, and
the Director of Technology Services, Theodore R . Meriam , also make sure
that all supports are in place so that students, individually and collectively,
can make their experience at Puget Sound the most enriched and
enjoyable possible . There are many aspects to the Univeristy of Puget
Sound student goverment .

.
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The ASUPS senate is comprised of twelve students representing various
constituencies, a faculty representative, a staff representative, and a
Dean of Students representative, the Senate allocates funding to student
On the Jobl Senator Ryan Dumm, Ted Meiiam, Ben groups, approves institutional policy, and
works to involve every Puget
Zamzow, and Calla Ostrander discuss the upcoming
Sound
student
in
their
student
government
.
ASUPS passages hoedown.
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lere are musicians all over campus.
Many can be found singing in the
shower or in the Music building , of
course, but if those were the only places
you looked , you would miss a huge variety
of instruments and music styles hidden
beneath the surface of our campus.
Some days, you might have heard the
sounds of Scotland on campus. That's
right, bagpipes, being played by one of
our very own students. "They aren't as
loud and annoying as they may appear,"
said Sophomore Locke McKenzie, who has
been playing the bagpipe for three years
now. He practices about twice a week
and often for an audience of curious

.

of

c

students. Often people who learn of his
obscure instrument ask, "Whoa , how'd you
end up playing the bagpipes?" While he
is not sure why he started, "I am Scottish ,
which may have something to do with it."
He started playing the spring of his junior
year in high school, first on the tanner .
"You can learn easy songs pretty quickly on
the tanner," he said , but when he started
playing the actual bagpipes, it took more air
and more precision . During his senior year
of high school, he joined the Grand Rapids
& District Pipe Band , which was a group of
bagpipers who traveled to and played for
Highland Games and other Scottish events
in the area .

Along with McKenzie's stylings on the
bagpipe, you might have heard music
coming from University on Wednesday
nights. There, Sophomores Russel
Shepherd , Michael Goldsmith , Chris
Nordmann , Chris Nelson , and Junior
Doug Phelps played all sorts of variations
of the blues for almost an hour solid one
Wednesday night. Other weeks various
additional musicians joined them , mixing u
the sound and styles
So next time you hear some bagpipes
or bands just jamming around campus be
sure to stop and listen . And just because it
outside the music building does not mean
isn't great musicl
,

—
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CAM PUS

Summer Lovin' A s
the days of summer
grew to a close, Jaime

TSchumaker and Nick
DePetro spend some
time in the sun and

\

strumming the guitar
Students often took
advantage of the
by just relaxing in their
yards
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Scottish TunesI
On a sunny
afternoon,
Locke McKenzie

Cf
V a

takes the

opportunity to
play his bagpipes

'

for the campus

.

community His

most requested

tunes

-

*

were '

Amazing

Grace' and ’Scotland the

Brave” which he described
as the generic bagpipe song that
26

everyone knows.
Campus Music

.

iderground Jazz Hands.' Members
Underground Jazz pose during
air first practice
oractice. showino
showing off their
hands along with their voices,

rground Jazz sing at a variety
ents, including the Star Spangled
>er at the homecoming game
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Bella Nottel Carrit Guadan serenades the night with his
accordion during orientation week, His accordion skills
were passed through his family's generations along

.

with the accordion itself

.

Jammin During their weeklyJam
ersity, Sophomores Russel Shepherd. Chris Nelson,
University
ind Chns Noidmann play the blues for almost an hour.
Ihepherd had experimented on the piano for awhile
uefore the rest of the group pined him.

Campus Music
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Just Popped.' Before one of the movie showings Freshman Caitlin
Deede scoops up some fresh popcorn for a hungry moviegoer
Along with popcorn, many concessions were sold to give the
audience something to munch on during the movies

.
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efore Jennifer Garner, who was asked to play the lead in 13 Going on 30?" Sophomore Allyson Feeney asks the
attentivj
^Caudience. "I’ll give you a hint; she was in Bridget Jones's Diary..." "Ren6e Zellweger!" Kat Van Sciver and her frien
I J Candice answer, receiving free candy for their correct response. This Trivia game was one of the many draws to Campt
Films all year, but a few other factors also drew a large crowd every Friday, Saturday, and Sunday night.
Each week, the Campus Film staff expects around 400 students and other community members to show up and watch the
filr
of the week. This year Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind, however, drew in 620 people, the highest number for a few
yearj
During a normal week though, at $ 1.00 for admission, this amounts to about $ 400 a week. This may seem like a lot of money, bi
in terms of getting new films to show, they rarely break even.
For a newer film, it's about $ 700-900, but for an older release it's around $ 400, Alison Graettinger says. This means
that overa
they lose money, but thanks to a large budget,- they could keep the great movies coming each week. These movies range from
Jh
Emperor's New Groove to Fahrenheit 9/ 11 . giving everyone a chance to see
something they will like. And while it takes a lot of worl
the staff always gete to sit in on the films for free.
In the end, as Feeney put it Campus Films is simply "good times."
-Cara Munson
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Campus Films
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% \ # /ho says that we need adults to do inspiring? If anything could, stude
\ A / theatre attests to our ability as students to come together to crea
v V something wonderful. Also, considering the relatively small size of o1
school Student Theatre Productions ( or STP) the student run organization th
oversees the events here at UPS, is able to throw the Town Crier student writte
one act festival in the fall, the Infinite Monkeys festival of student written full leng
plays in the spring, and the Ubiquitous They sketch comedy group's productic
each semester, these all with enthusiastic support of students.
For this reason, Student Theatre manages to attract considerable intere
from the student community at large, many auditioning for, writing, or workirj
on shows for the very first time. One of these students is freshman Anja Hose,
have been interested in theatre for a while, and I knew that I wanted to do th
while I was here and I figured that the one acts would be a good way to g
involved."
Other students, like Senior Spencer Cushing who helped found tf
Ubiquitous They sketch comedy group, are attracted to student theatre fl
its freedom, "I love to perform, but I don't like to study performance. I joine
Ubiquitous They to entertain people and to have as much fun performing a]
possibly can. Getting people to laugh out loud is one of the greatest feelings
the world."
Like anything else worthwhile, theater requires a lot of dedication. B
'
according to Elizabeth Edwards, the executive Producer of STP, "these challengi
are also what makes student theatre so rewarding, because when you look at tf
finished product, and watch the audiences enjoying the shows, you know exad
what challenges you have come through, and you know that you have dor
so only through the combined effort of all the students involved. It's a powerf
moment of fulfillment and encouragement. It's what keeps me, what keeps
of us, coming back." And if her passion is any indication, they will be for years I
come .

.
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Student Theater

Who needs Pants? In ’Guy Misses Out', left Guy (Victor Feno) tries to write a
paper as drunken Freddy distracts him. Above, Guy reluctantly tries on Freddy’s
shirt, amusing Janice (Christa Borgers, left) and Ashley (Amy Walker, right)
during a party, as the passedrout Corinne (Valerie Dutton, far right) counts some
sheep

Second Chancel In this play
wxiten by Catherine Brown and
directed by Hannah Fulop Eddie
(Austin Roberts) tries to convince
Theresa (Katie Condit, in red) that
she didn't have a vision of the
future as Ann (Carolyn Ham,
kneeling) and Jo (Ginger Craft,
standing) comfort her
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Onstage and Backstage! Very top Drew Cameron sweeps Aub Driver off of his
feet during a break in rehersal In the sound booth, above middle house manager
Haviva Arom, The Other Max" director Katelyn Bruhn and stage manager
Sarah Fellez fine tune the shows. Above Aden CJ.D. Barton) and Eveline (Jicelyn
SkiUman) question their existence in "West of Eden/ Left Other Max (Christopher
Dewar) steak from a passing stranger (Betsy Walker) in The Other Max/

Student Theater
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I he University of Puget Sound Intramural
I Sports Program provides an opportunity for
I UPS students, faculty, and staff to participate
in a wide variety of sports competitions and
physical activities. The program is designed to
meet the needs and abilities of all participants in
order to facilitate a total educational experience .
Please take the time to read through this web page
and become part of the IM experience at UPS.
The intramural program offers men's, women 's
and coed activities in individual and team sports.
Students may compete in 14 different activities,
with additional sports available based on student
interest. The program is designed to serve all skill
and experience levels. It gives students the chance
to play a favorite sport or one they have always
wanted to try but never had the opportunity. Some
of the sports offered include: flag football, volleyball ,
basketball , racquetball, soccer, softball , wallball
and tennis . Above all the Puget Sound Intramural
Program offers participants an enjoyable and fun
experience . When the "Water Buffaloes" battle for
the indoor so jeer title or The Kumquats take
*
the court to d etermine the basketball champicj
excitement ar d memorable experiences follbt
Winning team s receive Intramural Championship
Awards provid 2d by the University

The Perfect Serve: Alexa Cares shows perfect form
for a serve.
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Intramural Sports
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Stuffed'. During one
of many volleyblall
matches in the fall
Justin Bronkhorst and
Melissa Burkett battle
it out at the net
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Breaking

Anckles ’ .
Mike Leis
runs past
W es t ley
R o w e s
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Give and Go.' At the
right, Mike Lucia
slips past defender
Jason Bench as others
watch in awe during
a heated intramural
soccer game that was
decided in overtime
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towards the
net in hopes
of a winning

v

Jump "Ball’’. A

dogfight in the

for the frisbee
during one of
many intramural
ulitmate games.
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Intramural Sports
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Blnire Notnca is one of the
core staff of KUPS, He
and the other core staffers
DJ a show together and
compete for music stylings
on the air. Their show is
called The Saff Infection.
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The disection of this earthworm is a piece found in Crosscurrents which was picked for
the Fall semester cf 2004. Spenser Cushing, the General Manager of Crosscurmt has
the difficult job of choosing the features pieces.

KUPS is a non-commercial, educational radio station licensed to the Board
of Trustees of the University of Puget Sound and operated by its Associated
Student Body. What began in 1968 as a closed-circuit AM experiment
has now blossomed into a fully operational 100 watt FM station . KUPS
broadcasts 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and serves the greater Tacoma
area with programming in a variety of genres

Y"

Crosscurrents is the campus literary magazine that provides a venue
for students to display their writing, photography, and visual art skills.
Published twice a year Crosscurrents takes the form of a spoken-word CD
in the spring . Students can also earn academic credit by helping in the
production of Crosscurrents.

.

Tamanawas is the student run yearbook founded in 1920 . It's purpose is
to provide a record of the school year. This will be the first year back for
yearbook after experiencing a small hiatus. Tamanawas 2005 is headed
up by Chrissy Dupuis with much support from her staff , Lisa Aronold ,
Photo Editor, Ben Hitch , Sports Editor, Cara Munson , Colin Neagle, and
Molly Petersen, Copy Editor.
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Media
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Tamanawas Sports Editor
Ben Hitch researches
information about the
University's sports teams,
gathering information
inorder to complete his
layout
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Tamanawas
Editor Chrissy
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. Dupuis and
(B some of the

staff, Lisa
Arnold and
xw.'xs? Colin Neagle
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The above photos are just
a glimpse of what kind of
artwork can be found in
the first semester edition
of Crosscurrents, the
Crosscurrents publication
features photography as well
Media
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Kimron
Thomas
shows

v

,

off Photo
Service's new
digital Nikon
Camera

r

»

and tripod

Jam. Photo
Services staff
member
shoots

basketball
pictures at
the gym with
the monopod.
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Doug Spraug, the editor for the university's news paper. Tt
Trail Edits layouts at the Media Housa General Manageper
of Praxis Imago, Tim Liniiemann, helps a student edit his
'

film. Praxis Imago is the student run film organization who

36

support the production and viewing of student films. Praxis
Imago hosts events every year including the 24 hour film
Media
festival and Foolish Pleasures showing.
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The Trail has been Puget Sound's student-run newspaper since 1910. We cover
the same scope of subjects as major daily newspapers, with News, Opinions,
Student Life, Arts & Entertainment, Sports, Features and a Combat Zone satirical
section. The main focus of
is carajSws and community-based news and
^ Dr n£rtrayai* ents, such as presidential
events, with some attention
i wapma
elections. The Trail is layed o t on Toesapy cinaTveanesday nights, and comes
out on Fridays. We publish zO issues per academic year. Our staff consists entirely
of students, from writers, to editors, to Editor-in-Chief and Advertising & Business

^^ ^ ^
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Manager. We are an ASUPS Media, receiving a budget annually from them and subject to the ASUPS constitution and by-laws.
As one of the Ive campus media organizations, Photo Services is responsible for providing high quality images to the campus
community, specilcally through the Trail and Tamanawas. It is also a resource for students with an interest in photography. Through
weekly assignments and periodic programs, students are able to develop their photographic skills and have the opportunity see their
work published and exhibited. Phtaffo scavengerJ pts and photo expeditions to various locations also allow students the opportunity
to explore the local and regionayft |
Ae tehBlfgHiajjerlfl it's fun, tool! ) . Members are able to pursue their own artistic
> jj0i) on
inclinations in the darkroom, q/ war TrroraSefviceTprovides saitrmsry lessons on black and white processing and printing in the
media darkroom. Through programs such as Pinhole Photography day, students can also experiment with alternative photographic
methods. Photo Services is thus an organization dedicated to the production of photographic appreciation and skill, as well as a vital
campus resource. General Manager: andrea magee. Darkroom Technician: kimron thomas

^^

^

^

PRAXIS IMAGO is the student-run Digital Film Production division of ASUPS. With equipment that student llmmakers can borrow and
Final Cut Pro editing software on a Mac G 4, Praxis provides a professional experience for students to express themselves in digital llm.
Throughout the year we offer editing and camera classes, outings to current sti bt, independent or Mainstream Ilms, speakers on
llm theory and production, a free DVD of the Foolish Pleasures festival, as w e t f a s b f e l c s t i l e j
J jj i t to create llm,
but don't know how, with students who have the knowledge of llm production. Students then come together rider the PI umbrella
to produce their own Nm. Many of the Ilms that come out of PI are then submitted to UPS' Foolish Pleasures llm festival.One of Pi's
most successful events is the 48-Hour Film Festival, which is put on about every month. PI members are divided into small groups
and are given three phrases or words that must be incorporated into their llm. The Festival usually begins Friday and spans over a
48-hour period. Finishing on Sunday, the Ilms are then shown to the campus community. General Managers: Julie Westlin-Naigus
and Tim Linnemann. Staff: Maggie Tomberlin, Mike Cuseo and Liz Becker

^ ^^ ^ ^^^^^

Media
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ime for Food. From the balcony <
he RUB, students are going about the
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business eating and socializing. Duringj
big rush hours, often there is a
scarcity of forks and dining seats.
the

" Pro
Probably the granola ,
peanut
butter , and bananas,
Pea
sec
because they he sweet and
healthy
heal
so I don 't feel so
guilty
guilt eating it. "
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Rtudy Timel In
Diversions Cafe,
freshman Merissa
Jones studies math
while enjoying
some tea. Rtudents

it

>

RUB studying, since

it is often either more
convenient or quieter
than their dorms

.
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Campus Food
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always good. "
-Soph - Shawna Andersen

often spend time in
Diversions and the

.

Win

everyday " IP
Andy Zirnimer
,

-Freshrnan
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"Sweet and Sour Tofu.
They should have that
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Go Fish'. Freshmen
Jeff Willoghby, Bryce
Stillman, and Matt
Sheris play a game
of cards after dinner
in the Cellar. They
enjoy coming down to'
the Cellar because of the
big tv and the better food

and although it is more
they do not worry,

ixpensive,

.

it is always worth it
•

Hcampusfoodc
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y /hen a student is hungry
\W
on campus there is
,

nowhere better to go than
to the SUB. Not only does it
provide the standard breakfast,
lunch and dinner in the
cafeteria, there are always the
options of going to the Cellar
and Diversions Cafe. While these
offer more choices, they also are
a little more expensive . This does
not deter students, however,
from spending not only their
points but their time there.
Many students can't start their
days without coffee . Diversions
Cafe is the perfect place to
fulfill their cravings, offering
numerous drinks and add-ins as

well as plenty of different pastries
to accompany them . Diversions
is definitely less expensive than
Starbucks or other local favorite
coffee shops .
The Cellar is also immensely
popular among students. They
serve pizza with several topping
choices, along with the famous
"Logger Sandwich ," which is
basically a pizza between two
slices of grilled bread . There is
also the case full of ice cream , not
to mention "Club Rendezvous"
next door, where students can
watch the big screen TV or play
some pool .
Although the alternatives to
the regular cafeteria are quite

popular, there is a lot to be said
for the SUB, as well . Not only is
the food fresh with many options
each day, there are always fun
variances in the menu . "Soul
Food Tuesdays" always draws
the students, hungry for their
fried chicken , mashed potatoes,

or green beans.
Between these three dining
options, there is a dish for
everyone. No college student will
go hungry with so many tasty
choices.
-Cara Munson
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Like SL vision the hot air balloon arose from
Todd Field, rising above the activity of the fair and
people around it. As the galloon reached its true size,
the school community looked on in amazement, as
amazed as they were with the large variety of clubs,
sports, and activities offered by the fair.
The hot air balloon, a first in the history of the
B year old Log Jam, wasn't the only new occurance
at the event. The activity fair is, along with the many
other beginning of the year activities, all about
changes, and the chance to start fresh. This idea
is reflected in ASUPS president Ryan Cunninham
statement about Log Jam "It's a great way to
remind students at the beginning of all the
activities that are available to them."
Of course Log Jam wouldn't be
complete without the activities fair.
Long rows of booths from every
group on campus extending
across Todd Field. With all
the groups on campus
all collected in one
place, it's easy for
4
every student to
find something that
interests them. "I'm
in Photo Services
now, and I love it
and never would
have
ut

.

rr -

—

it if it wasn't for the activities fair," shared freshman
Holly Coomes, one of many who benefited from the
event.

,

.

Banuine

others.

Although the high winds prevented the
Balloon for attempting more than one liftoff, in the
shadow of the hot air balloon, students were able
to explore and examine all the options available to
them and with this new feeling of optimism, UPS
started the school year of right.
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Besides the opportunities available Log Jam
is a chance to build a sense community "This is one
of the few events where students, faculty, and staff
|
|
|enjoying the same event lit the same time at
theksame place in a
way," continued Ryan
Cunninham
The importance of this event as a place to
bring the community together yj/as shared by Junior
Stephen Morita who said "It's a great place to see
old faces and meet new people." The easy going
atmosphere at Log Jam with the free food, games,
hot air balloon and dunk tank helped to make this
the perfect place to have fun and hang out with
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ut of money? Run out of points and can't even afford to pay for more? Well, then we might have just the answer for
lyou! Yes, that's right, an On Campus job! There are positions in food service, accounting, computer programming and
f
v / physical therapy, just to name a few. Students at Puget Sound account for most of the work force on campus. Upper
level positions are held by adults ( thank goodness ) , but most entry level positions are held by students. The Cellar, the Cafe,
the Info Desk, Catering, the SUB, the gym , library and TA positions are all held by students. On Campus jobs are an easy way
to make money, especially for student's that do not have cars or very much work experience prior to college . Plus, any food
service job also comes with 150 free points per shift worked . Which brings a whole new meaning to, "Will work for food ". So,
build your resume, stay on campus, and afford to buy that extra 12 pack of . . . Diet Coke . Who wouldn 't want to have an On
Campus job?
/^\
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Campus Jobs
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Out of Tacoma

Play time Jason Heino, Jason Bench and Mike Meade
take a second to reflect on Ichiro's record breaking hit
at Safeco Stadium, the home of the Seattle Mariners.
Charlotte Hansen, Micaela O'Connor, and Erin Wilson
take the Easter weekend to go crabbing on the Oregon
coast.
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Cue Music. Generally Seattle houses many of today's popular artist but now
and then artists will venture to the astonishing outdoor venure named the Gorge
Steven Baker, Meredith Carter and Nicole Ahnen campout after the Jack Johnson
, G Love and the Special Sauce concert

.
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he Outdoors Club offers many chances to get off campus and
experience the beautiful wilderness that surrounds UPS . By
tagging along on one of the many trips offered you have the
possibility of learning various technical skills including backcountry
travel ethics, winter snowshoe camping , rock climbing , sea- kayaking
and more . And more importantly the Outdoors Club strives to
increase the students' ability to get off campus to break the routine
of academic life working toward a more balanced mental outlook on
life . But don 't worry if you can 't make one these trips, a quick drive will
take you to the vast wilderness, Mt . Rainier and even Seattle . Within
miles of campus there is infinite camping site and with Seattle just a
half hour away it leaves a weekend of fun up to your imagnination .
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A Long Walk on the Beach'Ryan Dumm and Locke Mckenzie travel to the North
Olympics for a weekend get away.

Out of Tacoma
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I omecoming this year was a star-studded event. Well , not really. But, it was
pretty cool . From the amazing alumni receptions, to the exhilarating, and

I equally disappointing, athletic games, it was a good time had by all . Although
our beloved Logger Football team lost in a heartbreaking game, 27-33 to PLU , the fans
found it in them to carry on with the festivities. Whether that's related to the level of
alcohol consumption or not is still a mystery. President Ryan Cunningham certainly had a

great time and said afterwards, "Homecoming was a huge success!" The woman 's soccer
team defeated Linleld handily, ending with a score of 4-0 . The men's team fought hard ,
but didn't fair as well, losing to Linleld 0- 1 . Despite that, there was a huge turn out for

homecoming this year and tons of enthusiasm from freshman and seniors alike . It would

—

seem that President Cunningham is right homecoming was a huge success.
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Homecoming
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Study Abroad
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Brad vlckers, a member of the UPS crew team, outside
of Henley, the sight of the Henley Royal regatta,
perhaps the worlds most well known rowing regatta.
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veryone wants to get away. And with all the opportunities to get
out of , not just Tacoma, but the U .S., who wouldn't want to study

LH abroad? There are so many fascinating opportunities, like going to
the new Oaxaca, Mexico program . When asked how she felt about going

to Oaxaca for a semester, Kayla Bordelan exclaimed , "I'm so excited!" That

seems to be the consensus on campus surrounding study abroad . Ashley
Lauth spent a summer abroad in Nepal interning at a newspaper as a
photographer and said that, "It was an amazing experience. It will change

your life." Isn't that what college is all about? But, with such a plethora
of programs to choose from, the biggest diflculty for every student is
choosing just one or two .
' *; 2

Study Abroad
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Next Up! Max Weinberg introduces
a piece played by the UPS Jazz
Ensemble. The Jazz Ensemble had. the
pleasure of playing with legend Max
Weinberg at a concert in late October.

^ Ifi

^

There is more to life than studying, going to class, and partying. Well, at least we hope
there is. Our university gives us the opportunity to hear people that we would never hear, see
people we would never see, and experience things we could get no where else. These are
the campus events and concerts.
The big headliner this year was MxPx. A punk band from Bremerton, MxPx was very
popular, especially during the 1990's, but still rocked the fieldhouse. Opening for them was
Champagne of Bands, a campus band, and they showed what talent students here have.
Max Weinberg also stopped by, performing with students at a concert. Student art shows
reinforced this idea of student talent, showcasing pieces of art created by students. Topping
off the talent display was the multiple film fests. There were forty-eight hour film fests as well !
as the big Foolish Pleasures filming, all run by Praxis Imago. Campus events were not just for
showing off talent and creating a show, though, numerous lecturers came through, exposing;
students to new ideas not typically found in the classroom.
Lecturists were amazingly varied, from the creator of The Onion, the online magazine, to
Robert Skloot, discussing media's representation of the holocaust. It seemed that every week j
someone new and interesting would be coming to campus to share their point of view on a
topic.
One last aspect of Campus events were the dances and get togethers, including Mistletoast
and Casino Night. There students had fun dancing the night away or gambling their fake
savings away together, and on campus.
UPS was a bustling campus this year with all of the campus events and concerts. The
amazing line up of lectures, concerts and just fun activities kept many students occupied, if
not sane. -Cara Munson
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and especially the Jewish leaders
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Concerts and Events
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Here is How it is" At the Holocaust
Lecture during November, Robert
Skloot spoke about how the
holocaust has been represented
by the media in films and
plays He focused on how these
representations

1

It's Your Moment.' Alec Gardner, the
keyboardist and tambourine player from
Champagne of Bands, adds some vocals
to one cf their opening songs. The band,

consisting of UPS students, current and
graduated opened for MxPx
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"Here We Go A Wassailing " A group of
students gathered to sing Christinas
carols before Mistletoast spreading joy
and cheer as well as some holiday spirit
in the stressful time before finals
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Famous Name' After the Max Weinberg
Concert Max Weinberg signs autographs
for fans Max Weinberg played in
Springsteen's E Street Band and on the
Conan O'Brian Show
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Mosh Pit." The crowd eagerly watches MxPx lead
singer and bassist Mike Herrera at the band’s
concert on December 4th, 2004 The band was
greatly anticipated on campus and put on an
excellent show for their adoring fans

.

.

Punk Rawk Show'. Drummer Yuri Ruley
and bassist and vocalist Mike Herrera
of MxPx perform one of their hits,
"Responsibility," during the concert

Concerts and Events
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For French professor Diane Kelley, a
member of the Foreign Language and Literature
department which encompasses not only the
French department, but also covers Spanish,
German , Japanese, Chinese, and Ancient Greek
languages, the path to her career was a family
affair . Diane, the daughter of two teachers was
also taught French at an early age . "When I was
a kid , my grandmother . . . went back to college
to get her degree in French . When I was a child ,
she would practice French with us ."
Diane attributes these treasured
memories with first inspiring her to start taking
French in school , a love which continues to
this day . " I haven't stopped since I was 11 " says
Diane, who is now a married mother of two .
Now an expert on 17 th and 18th century French
literature, especially literature by women writers,
Diane enjoys sharing this personal interest with
her students .
In the Foreign Language and Literature
department students not only learn in the typical
classroom environment, but are also encouraged
to go abroad , as Diane did to France when she
was 16 . Simply put, "The best way to learn
about a language and culture is to live there ."
Students can also further their understanding of
their chosen language by taking advantage of
UPS's unique language house program , which
hosts conversation hours where other students
and professors can come and practice speaking
also . "Weekly conversation hours are a great
way for faculty and students to talk in a relaxed
atmosphere . There's usually a lot of laughs and
good food . "
But Diane's favorite part of her job
is helping students to become engaged in a
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Foreign Language and Literature

L

whole new means of communicating, even if that
means pantomiming words or phrases to avoid
using English . " I love language classes because you
get to be goofy."
Another member of the department is
Jordan Kott, a senior Spanish major from Poulsbo,
WA. "My motivation derived from my love of
languages . I think that the ability to speak a
second language is a valuable tool in an evermore
integrated world ." Jordan also became interested
in this major in hopes of mastering a subject that he
has been studying since junior year of high school .
" It seemed
a pity to put all that work into learning a
language and then quit before becoming fluent."
The Spanish department, a part of the
university's Foreign Languages and Literature
department is so successful to Jordan because
"We have a core of
highly qualified and motivated
professors, and they' re the reason I think that one's
progress through the major feels like a cohesive
whole. "
One of the most dramatic aspects of his
education is the full year Jordan spent abroad
last year, spending fall semester in Spain and
spring semester in Chile . Jordan chose to visit the
two countries because even though they share
a common language, "There are also significant
cultural differences between Spain and Latin
America" says Jordan , who is majoring in History
along with Spanish . "Linguistically speaking , Spain
and Chile are as distant as two Spanish speaking
countries could be ."
The most rewarding part of the trip though
was not apparent until his return to the United
States. "Living on two different continents in the
same year really gives a person a lot of perspective,
both in world affairs and in life."
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To Geoff Proehl , Theatre serves as both
amidst the
chaos, and chaos amidst the sanity . " And as the Department Chair
and a professor here at UPS since 1994 he certainly would know .
Geoff has been the department Chair for the entire exis¬
tence of the Theatre department, which until two years ago was
a part of the Communications department . But what exactly does
a department chair do? Citing the dedication and enthusiasm of
the whole department, Professor Proehl replied "All I have to do
is be a Cheerleader ." Geoff also enjoys his leadership position in
the department because besides getting to work with wonderful
students and faculty, he also enjoys the perks of being in charge . " I
like being chair so I can order oflce supplies." Jokingly responded
Geoff " I love oflce supplies"
Besides being the Theatre department Chair, Geoff also
teaches many classes, allowing him to work with the student popula
tion that he has such a strong relationship with . One of his favorite
classes is Theatre 275 a Ine arts core class that attracts many students
who have little or no previous experience with theatre . " I love this
class because of the wide range of students ." Continuing "When it
works well , it is exciting to watch students make theatre."
Professor Proehl also knows something about creating
theatre; this fall he directed Angels in America : A Gay Fantasia on
National Themes : Part 1 The Millennium Approaches, the Irst half
of Tony Kushner's critically acclaimed work, which was equally
admired during its production here at UPS . Although the show's
success here was rewarding, it was the earlier rehearsals Hied with
new discoveries and possibilities that truly excites Geoff 's love of
theatre. As Prof . Proehl simply put it "It's magical to see a student
play a scene with honesty and passion for the Irst time"
Even more interesting thought than the shows he directs
is the story of how Geoff himself entered the world of theatre As
a freshman in college, Geoff enjoyed being in front of people but
had no previous theatrical experience. Then he happened to ind
a iier for a Religious theatre group, which Geoff , who was hesitant
to join the group, took to be a sign from God . He latter reluctantly
joined the group , which ignited his life-long interest in theatre, and
was also where he met his wife . Looking back on all of this Geoff
says " I guess I made the right decision "
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Andrew Marsters, a senior art major from Denver, CO . is one
of the many passionate members of the arf department. " I think
that I wanted to be an art major because it allowed me to work
with my hands and create something visual ." Andrew, who enjoys
the experience based style of learning required of art classes con
tinued "The Inal creation is rewarding, but it's the entire process
that's fun . "
It is this ever developing process that Andrew inds so appeal
ing about our art program . "What's nice about UPS is that they
give you a nice range of the arts ." He later added " ( It's ) good that
they have both 2-D and 3-D foundations, because you learn how
to use those basic elements, which you can then apply to other
mediums . . .The fundamental classes are all leading up to your Senior
show, when all the knowledge you gathered leads to a project
that's entirely yours. "
The senior show which Andrew is referring to it the exhibi
tion of every art major's Inal culminating project . "This year we
have about twenty art majors, which means that it will be stricter
about what we can enter , but that will also mean that each piece
will be that much more important ." As a part of this, each major
picks a medium or style of art to emphasize in the work that they
do for the show; for his emphasis, Andrew has decided to work
with concrete to create sculptures. He wants his projects to be
conceptually "Looking at water and how it is manipulated , allud
ing to engineering . "
On top of the expectations for the major, many art students
take the time to create art in their own time with the campus' Design
Club . The club, which Andrew is a leader of , is the only one of its
kind at UPS . "Its goal is to spice campus up with more student art ,
and also to educate students about the careers available to them
in the lelds of design ."
After graduation, Andrew plans to stay in the Northwest, build
ing up his art portfolio, and hopefully inding a job in the areas of
furniture design or architecture . And as his senior year draws to a
close, Andrew is rewarded to see how the department has changed
for the better since he arrived here as a freshman . "The whole art
and design aspects of campus are blossoming . If you look at the
size of the department you can see how much it has grown ."
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I nlike science, history is a field that rarely
I changes, right? Well , that is not always true .
/ Often history can be better explored and new
things about the past can be discovered , and are
being unearthed all the time . The history department
is quite expansive, though, covering all times and
places in the history of the world . There are also
courses with certain focuses, such as Asian studies,
International Political Economy, and Environmental
Studies . Students from all fields can find classes to
enjoy in the history department, and history majors
can focus their studies in a certain direction as well .
The history department was a popular one, and
housed many interesting classes for everyone, and
although some might not have an idea of what they
could do with a degree in history, many still became
involved in the department. -Cara Munson

What aTjaugh!
Studen ts in class
participate and. joke
along with their
professor. Discuss:
were always made
more fun when the

-SSKSjSl

but were interested m
the subject as well

Historically
Wisa Professors

Barnett Barry,

Bottoms,
Breitenbach,
Bristow; Greene,
Lear, Lowrie,
Sackman, Smith,

,

and Taranovski

taught the
classes in
the history
department.

It is Fascinating!
Professor Aislinn
Melchior engages
zr 4

•

her students in
their discussion
Classics was a
broad department
covering many
different topics

.
.

Enthralling!Two
students hold their
books open while
focusing on the
discussion during

class. Referring
to the text often
helped students

.

voice new opinions

I he classics field is one that encompasses many different
fields of study, ranging from language, to culture, to
history, and even ancient astronomy. This is what drew
senior Jessi Roehrig to the major . Although she may have
not planned to major in classics, instead focusing on cultural
anthropology at the beginning of her college career, she is
glad to have ended up in this major . Combined with a minor
in Spanish , Roehrig plans to take her degree and find a job in
linguistics, but hopes to teach English as a Second Language
short term .

I
I

The classics department itself is somewhat unique . There

are few in the major and they " band together," Roehrig said,
forming a "community in the department." With the range of
subjects and classes, however, she has been able to meet a
large range of different people . It is also nice for her to not have
to pick just one thing, with the broad types of classes offered
for the degree . The small community environment and the
variety of fields covered make the classics major so unique and
interesting, especially to Jessi Roehrig.
-Cara Munson
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lircle Time.' During class, students
students get into a circle for discussion. Disussion was a big part of many IPE classes'
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nternational Political Economy, or IPE as it is known

among students, was a very popular major here
at UPS . It was another one of those subjects that
encompassed a large variety of different classes and
fields as well . From business, to comparative sociology,

t

to economics, to history and math , students in the

IPE course had a great selection of classes. This made

-
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it easier for them to not only learn about a variety
They have
the Whole

of topics, but also find those classes that interested

Worldl

them the most . This made the department more fun

Professors
Balaam,
Dillman,

Van

for students and faculty alike. The faculty also got the

Inwegen, and

chance to teach what they loved most, and also spread

Veseth hold

to world in

the IPE students to other departments as well The

their hands,
and mold
the minds of
their students

department was a fun and varied one, making it quite

daily.

popular among students.
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Here is My Opinion!A

student makes a point
during the discussion
in class, while his

g|*
|

classmate looks

.

on Discussions

often brought
out new ideas
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and opinions,

1

giving
students a
chance to
learn from
their Deers.

V

Think Think Think! Doing a little research during class, these
two students work diligently It was important to make sure
there was some proof to back up your opinions during class.

.

.

International Political Economy
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Senior Jacob Gaboury had no idea what he
was getting into when he first applied to the honors

program, but after his first semester of honors classes,
he was hooked. “ You get more and more interested in
the program once you start taking the classes because
beforehand no one really knows what it will be like
besides reading a lot of cool books."
The UPS Honors program is different from other
academic programs in that it has a very specific and
set path of classes required . There are even many
versions of core requirement classes that are designed
specifically for honors program members. There is a
house on campus that is for freshman honors kids
to live in , known simply as the honors house, which
Jacob lived in, as well as special honors events, many
of which are open to the whole campus. Jacob, who
is from Olathe, Kansas, thinks that these aspects of the
program are what make the members of the honors
program so close. "It creates a community within a
community."
In orderto graduate with honors, all senior Honors
program members must write and present a thesis.
For Jacob, the thesis paper topic he has chosen is film
theory and queer theory . "I'm interested in looking at
how the media by representing marginalized groups
of people can also betaking advantage of them ." After
putting so much time and energy into his thesis the
prospect of finishing it brings up mixed emotions.
"I 'm nervous but also excited . . I'm
enjoying all this
research, but it’s also this huge looming thing over
my shoulder."
Even with the challenging academic expectations
such as a thesis that are such an important part of
the Honors program, the demand to join has risen ,
causing the program to almost double in size since
Jacob started . This comes as no surprise to Jacob,
who says the benefits far outweigh any negatives.
"I 've gained the most from getting to know
an
amazing group of students and faculty, who are a
very close group of people." To Jacob "It's more than
just classes."
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"I

didn 't really know what I wanted to major in ."

say Jenny Lai, a senior from Vancouver, WA. After
being accepted to the school's Business Leadership
Program , or BLP, she realized that her interest in
business could flourish here . "That's one of the
main reasons why I came to UPS because of the
program and what it offered ."
As a part of the BLP, Jenny attended special
seminar classes, worked with mentors from the
local business community, and had an internship,
which Jenny did with the famous airplane
manufacturer Boeing . "With the internship I
gained a lot of experience about working in the
real business world, as well as learning things that
I never would have in the classroom . " She later
added "It also taught me leadership skills, and how
to working with large groups of people ."
After finishing her internship, Jenny was hired
to return and continue working with Boeing. Jenny
is excited about her new job, but she says that "The
best part is knowing where you are going, and not
having to worry about what you are doing after
you graduate."
After all she learned both in the classroom and
in the business world, opportunities which she got
as a part of the Business Leadership Program , the
single most important thing that Jenny learned is
that " It's not about textbooks, but about being
able to apply what you 've learned . That's real
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During class, a student quickly jots down some notes on some aspect
Communication Studies Communications was easily one of the broade
subjects, covering many areas and could be combined with other majors easil

.

i

Students read along in their books
during class to follow along with

.

5

their professor Sometimes
it was best to be able
to see what the

professors were

A

.

saying

*
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In the Introduction to Communication Inquiry class, the
class is enthralled in the subject, waiting for the next batch
of notes to take down from Professor David Droge. One
interesting distinction is that Communication Studies covers
the receiving and interpretation of messages, as opposed to
the transmission of messages.

ometimes the best resources on campus are the professors themselve.
his adviso
Professor Susan Owen , and other professors of his, includin
Renee Houston and Geoffrey Matthews, has helped him complete h
communication studies major . One thing these professors have dor
for him is encouragement. They encouraged him to present papers c
communication topics to graduates, professionals, other professors, an
students. He presented two papers last year in Idaho, and went to Sa
Francisco this year to present another paper on Technology.
This year Cox has found a way to give back a little to the professors th <
have helped him so much . He TA'd for Professor Houston during the fit
semester to show his appreciation for her. He enjoyed this experience i
well, though, as it gave him the chance too help people in a subject he
so familiar with .
Cox encourages students to get involved with the communicatid
studies program like he has. "It is very applicable," he said , "especially whe
coupled with other majors." Cox himself is double majoring Business i
well as Communication Studies, in hopes of getting into the field of pub
relations for a sports team, or basically being the "face of a team ." Thanl
to the support of the faculty here, he has been able to complete his degre
and has many opportunities ahead of him . Cara Munson

\ as senior Tyler Cox has found . Strong connections with
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Franny Allen takes notes in class on the English subject
She was planning to major in English and Education as of
this year.

“ he best part about teaching may be that you get to tell others about what you love

^II

every day. This is how English Professor Ann Putnam feels, at least. English is your
passion, and she has never taught a class she didn't like. Since her sophomore year

an undergrad, when she read Farewell to Arms by Ernest Hemingway, Professor Putnam
iew

that she wanted to "read beautiful things and talk about them.” After getting her PhD

the University of Washington, she has been teaching the books she loves.
So why should students get involved in the English department? "Why should students
I in love with language is a better question," Professor Putnam said. "It enlarges the spirit."
lat and the newer professors that have been joining the department and adding more joy,

iginality, humor, and delight make the English department so special.
The English degree can get students many places as well. Some recent UPS English grads.

gone to work in public relations, newspapers, magazines, as massage therapists, and
en have gone to work at Disney. These many opportunities plus the chance to fall in love

ive
;

jth language or enlarge your spirit are just some of the many reasons to start taking some
the various English classes offered here at UPS. -Cara Munson
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Laurel Bandy
looks up, from
her book and
notes, at her
professor during
his lecture in an
English class

.

John Dugan and another student
contemplate what their professor is
explaining to them during class. Many
concepts in classes were not the easiest

to grasp but with some though, students

.

caught on quickly
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Professor Peter
Greenfield
instructs his class
on the nuances

of the English
ngiish
Lana
language The
professors are
very passionate
about the
language they
teach and try

.
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to pass this
passion on to the
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.

students
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Geological Geniuses'. Professors Garck, Eggers, Horton,
Tepper, and Valentine taught Geology to many
students on campus.

I f Professor Travis Horton had not become a professor, he would

I probably be playing music, specifically the mandolin In a folk band
I or the bass In a funk band . However, Professor Horton did do the
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work to become a professor, and he loves his job here.
Geology he feels is like detective work , like "walking into the last scene
of a favorite movie, " where you "look at the characters and setting and
try to reconstruct the entire plot ." This is not your traditional observe
and interpret science . Professor Horton would encourage students to
get into the geology program because it "gets you outside, forces you
to contemplate the earth, and we all have an obligation to understand
how the earth works." Everywhere he has gone, geology departments
have always been quite familial too, relaxed but respectful, probably
resulting from the infield aspect of the subject .
This is Professor Horton's first year at UPS, a school he chose because of
the college atmosphere, rather than the university atmosphere, as well
as because of the combination of geology and environmental studies .
He is technically a geology professor, but does not like to be labeled as
just the professor of one subject . He also taught environmental studies
courses, where even he was surprised by the large amount of marine
biodiversity in Point Defiance Park's marina . However, even in these
classes, he managed to bring his geology expertise into the classes by
emphasizing the impact geological events have had in shaping today's
environment .
-Cara Munson
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It's Like This.' Professor Horton shows some of has
students the intricacies of a computer program
in one of his geology classes.

Consult the Book! During
a

geology class, a student

.

studies his textbook

Good Show!Watching a show
during class, the students are
attentive to make sure they
do not miss the point. Current
events were important in STS
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Intriguing! An attentive class listens to their
professor during an STS class. Although

specific STS classes were offered many were in
other departments
Take Note! An
STS scholar
jots down some
notes, but the
real lesson
4
to be learned
here is that
STS is a big up
and coming

V
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veryone at this school knows they could major in English ,
or History, or Biology if they wanted to , but there is a
, new department, offering a major not many students
have heard about . Science, Technology, and Society is one
of the newest majors offered on campus, and combines
1

just what its name implies. Students in the department, like
sophomore Kurt Heineman , take science classes, technology
classes, and anthropology classes . Heineman was introduced
to the department through his freshman Scholarly and Creative
Inquiry seminar, evolutionism vs. creationism , a class he claims
"changed my
life, it changed how I view my life, my self ." This
led him to an interest meeting for the STS program , and he
decided that would be the perfect major for him . While it
includes a lot of science, one does not need to excel in it, it
focuses more on the implications of science and technology on
society, and the relationship between all three.-Cara Munson

Geology/Science, Technology, and Society
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Shocking!. Setting up for their experiment, a student
can see some interesting results immediately.
'

Observation was not one of the biggest parts of
physics, but it did play a role in the science.

—

r

\ hysics was one of those majors that seem
menacing , but are so interesting and easy to
become passionate for . Many students were
involved with the physics program here at UPS, where
they could take a variety of classes . Physics includes so
much in our daily lives, and the courses offered reflect
that . There was everything from astronomy to the physics
of music. One of the most frightening subjects to many
people was offered as a class here as well : Quantum
Mechanics . While these classes may seem intimidating to
some, there is much to be learned in the field of physics.
-Cara Munson
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It’s not as
Complicated as
it Looks'. Jonah
Kliewer works
on some physics
calculations.
Physics often
includes a lot
of math and
other skills from
outside the field.

Students in a
physics class
observe the
properties of

I

3

light. Although

you cannot tell
in this

picture!
the light coming
through the
paper is colored
and patterned
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Hmmm'. The Environment

and Society class sits in
a circle to discuss sustain

of

3
&

ability.

-

Is That Right?. Stuart
Warren looks on as
Nathan Engdahl makes a
point during class

.

nvironmental Studies is currently only offered as a minor, however this
does not stop students from becoming completely involved in the subject .
Sophomore Samantha Gray is not only minoring in environmental
STUDK , she is living it . Along with taking the classes, she is a part of the new
studies
Environmental Committee, formed after the signing of the Talloires Declaration .
Through this she hopes to, "Make a difference and go after problems most
people don’t even notice ." Although this committee formed recently, she
has been passionate about saving the
El + M
environment for quite some time .
L
When considering colleges, Gray took HE 4
ML
notice of the student's connectedness
with the outdoors, and how much there
was to do outside . "There is the rain ,
too, of course, ” she said . After taking
Environmental Science 105, she was lx *
fascinated with this field
,
, v
the
.
Now that our president
has signed
i>
T ,
r
3
. rProfessor
V ery interesting
Darneli
Talloires Declaration , "You can t ignore the
mtently as one
fact that you see things that aren 't running Df
students voices her opinion
efficiently," Gray said . Through both her on the subject Professor Sherman
was new to UPS this year.
studies and her committee involvement,
she hopes to see this campus become a
more sustainable place . We should all be
looking at what kind of impact we are all
making on this earth . -Cara Munson
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What an Idea.
Devin Turner
and Sam
Christman
were very
passionate about
"

. studies,

envi

often voicing
suggestions on
how to help our
campus achieve

sustainability.
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he Chemistry department had many different

types of courses to offer this year . Students
who are planning to major in the department

have many directions they can take their education . The
standard chemistry classes were popular, if not just for

core requirements or beginners in the major. Organic
chemistry was another direction students could take .

In this class, the focus was

on the living world , and

how molecules essential for life, specifically carbon , are

a

4Paper
on
ftting
. Lauren
it

Jansons and
Corinne Taetz

work on some
paperwork for
their Organic

m

Chemistry

class in the
library. While
the hands on
part of the labs

were probably

the most fun,

assignments
part of learning.

were also a big

The Brains of the Department.' Professors Crane Cntchlow, Dasher, Hansc
Hoyt, Neshyba, Rousslang, Rowland, and Scharrer taught the many cours
available in the Chemistry Department.

structured and their purposes. Chemistry Analysis and

Equilibrium was another course offered , which focused

on analytical chemistry and mastery of instruments used
in the department . A Physics/Chemistry class

was also

offered, as was Inorganic Chemistry. There was a flavor,

or in this case class, for everyone in the department,
and the faculty was always there to teach the students

more.

Mad Scientists?.
Dary Wagner

and
Jessica
J a c k s o n

work on their
experiment in
their Organic

W£

Chemistry

lab.

'

Through

Organic

Chemistry
focused

the wires’.

Dary Wanger examines a
substance behind the wires on the lab table She
wore goggles, a common practice in Chemistry
labs, to prevent any unfortunate accidents

.

.

on

carbon
and
other organic
compounds ,
specifically the
structure and

?

reactivity of

.

the compounds
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Concentrate.' Freshman Sara Barker fills one of her test tubes with t
saline solution to begin an experiment.She is wearing gloves because
the experiment later dealt with blood a potential biohazard.

-

Mix it Up." Emily Hoke uses the vortex to mix
the solution in her test tube thoroughly while
Megan Roosen-Runge watches to make sure
she doesn't spill, In this instance, the vortex
was not necessary, but was too much fun to
pass up.

l
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Teaching Us Well The professors in the
biology department were professors Bumaford
DeMarais, Elliot, Hannafoid Kirkpatrick,
Lamb, Madlung Pierson, Rickoll Saucedo,
Tamashiroi Tallis. Weiss, and Wimberger.
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It Takes Two'.

*

Jay Wyatt
and his lab

partner carefully

*
I

measure out the

exact amount

9

of sheeps blood
to finish their
experiment Most
biology classes
had required
labs, winch were
more on hands
experience than
the lectures

.

ome students know their calling throughout their lives; others take a long time to decide.
Still others, like freshman Jeff Hanway, come across a subject through other courses or
experiences that make them want to continue on that path .

bver the summer, Hanway worked at Zymo Genetics,

where he worked with therapeutic

a

gene altering. One specffc medicine he had a hand in increases one's natural
esponse to killer cells, and has been effective in treating some types of cancer . After working
nere, he decided he could spend the rest of his life doing that, leading him to plan on
lecoming a Biology major. Although he has only taken Unity of Life so far in his college
areer, he had taken a biotech class in high school, which is what got him interested in the
jrugs, and

ild in the Irst place.
he weren 't going into biology, Hanway would be pursuing a history or "some other Liberal
dtsy" degree, since he has found what he believes is his calling, Hanway is happy double
havp found his degree
dpnree so early
earlv in
inst lnrkv
simnlv minoring
Hisfnrv. He
hainrinn
minnrinn in History
nr simply
HP is just
r> have
lucky 1to
Hajoring or
is college career.

Biology
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Exact Measurmant
^ ^ . A student uses the
smaS
ver
r te me
pi
amounts of blood inher lab.She determined
that only a high level of salir
kept the blood cells from lysing.
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In tense Discussion. A professor gets into the deep discussion with

.

her students
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at is this /. A student quizically examines her
paper to find the answers to life.
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Read and
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Analyze!
Class often
required
a lot of

reading
on die
students’

part
sometimes
.

reading

most of a
book for
one class.
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Cultural Studies
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Buckle Down.' Sharon
McCabe and her
classmat&s put all their
attention and effort into
the task at hand.
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ultural

I

studies

consisted

of

many different cultural studies,
j

including Latin American Studies,

African-American Studies, and Asian Studies .
There were many aspects to these cultural
studies as well , considering students were

learning about entire cultures . The classes
ranged from art to literature, and especially
language. African-American Studies had

some classes focusing on jazz and civil
liberties as well . Latin American Studies even
had a theater class, focusing on Argentina

a*

and Mexico . Asian Studies had a course
titled "Tourism" even . There they examined
how the western and eastern cultures

interact through tourism . -Cara Munson

Just a Moment'. Justin Genziano takes a quick
moment to lean back and relax during class.

Cultural Studies
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Sigrun Bodine, an Applied Mathematics Professor who hails from
Germany, never thought to pursue math until college . "Back in Germany,
I was a physics major, and I had to take three semesters of intensive math
classes, and afterwards I realized that I missed it."
After switching majors, Sigrun came to the US on an exchange
program where she furthered her education at San Diego State. There,
while working as a teaching assistant, she discovered that teaching was a
passion . Thankful for the T.A. position that lead her to this career, Sigrun
says "It's a good thing that they gave it to me, a very good thing ."
After finishing her education , Sigrun came to teach at UPS right out
of graduate school and has currently taught here for seven years . In
that time, Sigrun has become thankful for the wonderful students in the
Math & Computer Science department . "I really appreciate that they' re
open and want to communicate, it's like learning together . It's possible
to generate in the classroom an atmosphere of exchange ."
One other aspect of the department that Sigrun finds to be excep
tional is the contract major offered here . "The contract major, what it is,
is our sophomores are encouraged to fill out a contract . As part of the
contract they tell us what classes they want to take . Then the student will
meet with three professors to discuss the future choice of what classes
to take." According to Sigrun , this program helps students unsure of
what classes will help them gain their desired degree or job get on the
right track .
Perhaps the most unusual perk of being a member of the Math
& Computer Science department is Sigrun's office which is on the fifth
floor of Thompson Tower, overlooking the recently started construction
of Thompson's new expansion . Even with the 77 stairs to climb Sigrun
still loves it . "Oh it's very nlcel I really enjoy the view; I just have to make
sure that my students can find me . "
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The disciplines of sociology and anthropology provide
the foundation for an integrated curriculum in the Depart
ment of Comparative Sociology at Puget Sound . Faculty
members representing both disciplines share a fundamen ¬
tal concern for engaging students in critical comparative
study of social and cultural phenomena from a wide variety
of ethnographic and historical contexts
The overall goal of the department is to provide
students with a program that enables them to : 1 ) com
prehend the diversity and similarities of societies from a
broad range of cross-cultural and historical settings; 2 )
develop a comparative perspective from the integration
of theories and methods drawn from both sociology and
anthropology; 3) learn to analyze and interpret socio-cultural phenomena in light of relevant assumptions, knowl4
edge, theory, and praxis; and 4 ) effectively communicate
acquired knowledge and insight
A major in comparative sociology provides excellent
opportunity to develop knowledge and skills valued in a
wide range of career possibilities in the private or public
sector . It also provides excellent preparation for graduate
study in anthropology, sociology, social work, law, crimi¬
nology, counseling , or public policy. Further, the major is
a rewarding end in itself , providing students with valuable
experiences for their intellectual growth .
For all students - majors, minors, or those simply tak¬
ing comparative sociology courses as part of their liberal
arts education - our department is strongly committed to
the development of analytic skills and reflective thinking
in the process of conveying knowledge of other societies
and cultures . In this endeavor, faculty attempt to expand
students' intellectual horizons, challenge them to recognize
the oftentimes ethnocentric limitations of personal experi¬
ence and individual biography, and encourage them to
become more conscious of the ways human beings come
to take the " reasonableness" of their world for granted .
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For Senior Jamie Nagel Religion is the perfect major at this time of
her life. " I think that most religions or ethics systems goal is to search for
how to lead a good life. When you come to college you ' re trying to figure
out these same things . " She continued , 'The neat thing about my major
is looking at how other religions or groups have thought about the same
issues."
The Iowa native also enjoys how the department is structured . 'They
really make you take broad focus . " Here the religion department not only
incorporates multiple religious view points, but ethics as well . "I had to
take two Asian Religion classes that I never would have taken otherwise,
but now I'm glad I did ."
Jamie , who along with Religion minors in both Biology and Latin
American Studies , has also received many unusual questions about her
chosen major . "People, keep asking 'Are you going to be a nun? Are you
going into seminary?' And I ' m like ' No'" Actually, after graduation Jamie
hopes to get ajob with a non- profit group and later go to grad school
Although she probably won't become a nun , Jamie still gets a lot
out of her Religion major . "I think that the subject is practical because it is
so interdisciplinary. History, government, sociology; Religion impacts so
many areas ."But most importantly, Jamie hopes that others take advantage
of all the great things that the religion department has to offer, either as
a major, or just for fun . Or as Jamie says "Come take a class, we' ll hang
out in Wyatt ."
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The Soothing
notrung Powers of Music'. The class is ver
relaxed during lecture, but still quite involvet

»

1
Pay Attention.
Above!The
students are
instructed to
listen carefully

as the professor
explains an
important

.

concept
Right!To get

I

I

her students'
attention,

the professor

gesticulates

animatedly.

ince she was seven years old , Josefina
Mutascu has been playing the flute, and
1
music has been a huge part of her life ever
since . When she was 15 or 16, she realized
music was not just something she was doing,
and she made the decision to make it a part of
her life. "Music is a language of its own , and you
don't have to be a music person to understand ,"
she said , adding that it is also a way to easily
express herself .
Although she has been interested in a large
variety of different things, "we all want to do
a lot of things" she said , she chose to major in
music, specifically the flute. UPS appealed to
Mutascu specifically because she wanted to
explore her other interests. Not only did the small
class size and liberal arts education draw her
in, but the fact that she could be well rounded
and have other opportunities to be a balanced
student was a large attraction . The music
program here was also a draw, as it is one of a
kind , and small enough to provide one on one
attention .
After Mutascu graduates this spring, she hopes
to continue onto graduate school, where she
wants to get her masters in flute performance.
After that, she hopes to perform professionally,
but teaching is also an option . Because of her
time here in the music program, Josefina feels
prepared for graduate school and whatever
else the future holds for her and her flute.
-Cara Munson
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The Thinker!During class, the students all intently pa.3
attention to their professor. Music classes ranged fron
practice sessions to classroom classes
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Mmmm’. Above, Ann Marie Meiers
takes a moment to look over her
notes, while right, students adopt a
pensive pose while listening intently
to their class lecture. Bottom Right,
freshman Bradon Lueken ponders the
latest philosophical question
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r rr "I like it because it's universally applicable to any pursuit ." That's
one of the many reasons that Tim Linnemann enjoys being a member

V

Af

The Professors’. Overlapping
picture from left to right.

Philosophy department

Professors Douglas Cannon,
William Beardsley, and
Mark Jenkins. Above Prof.
Beardsley analyzes some
reading while Right Prof
Cannon leads a rousing
lecture

.

of the philosophy department . He also likes talking to people about
philosophy, inside the classroom and out, enjoying the dynamic of
dialogue . Tim feels people still have a lot of misconceptions about
philosophy, thinking incorrectly that they aren 't educated enough
to have a philosophical debate . "A lot of people see philosophy as
beating people with rhetoric, but I see it as getting past rhetoric , like
atrial by fire . "
Tim speaks highly of his education here saying " I couldn 't
have asked for a better philosophy department." He’s had great
classes with all of the department's professors . "I know I' ll never have
a boring class period with them ." And although the department is
small , it is growing, with 15 majors in this year's graduating class
alone, a huge leap over last years 5 majors .
As a part of his major Tim won't need to write a thesis,
but hopes instead to do some independent research this summer,
probably about moral philosophy or existentialism . "Papers are fun
because you can sit down and systematically layout your argument .
Plus research and having a dialogue with past authors is interesting
too . "
Although graduation is still over a year away the Portland
OR Resident does have some big plans for the future in mind . Tim
hopes to go to "Grad school as soon as possible," where he can
get his teaching degree to teach Philosophy in High School . "I see
philosophy as a quest for facts about the real world , which leads to
questions about the underlying systems . I hope that philosophy will
make my students become better thinkers, and better members of
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No matter where you are, it always happens.
People ask you 'Are you analyzing me?'" For Senior
Kelly Hogue, being a Psychology major comes with
its fair share of obligatory questioning from whoever
she meets, as she recalls above, but it is still well
worth it .
For Kelly , who is the co- president of the
psychology fraternity, being a psychology major
was "The logical decision ." Her interest for psych has
been growing since she first took it in high school
and "Also, I am the type of person who friends come
to , to tell their problems." But the most obvious
reason to become a psychology major here was the
fantastic faculty . "All of the professors are really nice
and knowledgeable."
One thing that makes our Psychology department
unique here at UPS is that it is research based . All
majors take two research classes which leads to
"the capstone class" which is the senior thesis
class,
which according to the Beaverton , OR native, "It's
like 101 where you go over all this information but
at a deeper level ."
Kelly hopes that her experience with research
will help her pursue her interests in child psychology
in grad school, where she hope to learn about the
growing problem of bullying "because it's a huge
problem not just here but worldwide." After grad
school Kelly plans on becoming an elementary
school teacher and perhaps later a counselor. "I like
to learn, and want to pass that love of learning on
to the kids."
"
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In Class'. Left a
group of students

during a typical
psychology class.
Far left other
students enjoy

their professors

lesson.
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Professors in
Acrtion'. Above
Students bask
in the wonders

of overhead

projectors. Left

p
Hove. The Wonderful Psychology Department
Staff in all their greatness. Below; Even the
sunshine cant distract these students from the
pursuit of knowledge.
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Kevin David
imparts to the
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knowledge about
child development
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Stephanie Ferris, a Senior Exercise Science major
from Boulder CO . has long been interested in the
sciences, but never originally considered becoming
an Exercise Science major , until taking Anatomy . "In
anatomy, we worked with cadavers and examined
how the body works." Although the idea of working
with cadavers made some in her class uncomfort
able, Stephanie felt otherwise " I wasn 't grossed out
at all , it was a lot of fun digging around and looking
for muscles . "
For Stephanie , it is these kinds of participa
tory activities that help her to understand the subject
matter . I really like it because it's a lot of hands on
experience, it incorporates what you've learned into
real life situations ." It is the department's emphasis on
applying knowledge that is behind its requirement
that all Senior Exercise Science majors do either a
thesis project, take an internship, or like Stephanie,
take a fitness class . In that class, students advise real
clients about ways to improve their health , "I love
it, it's a great class." says Stephanie .
With all the knowledge and enjoyment
she gets out of her education, Stephanie, who plans
on helping others with a career in sports medicine
or physical therapy after graduating, would like to
dispel one common misconception about the de
partment . " People always think that Exercise Science
is peoplejust running around learning to play sports,
but in reality we're going beyond that ."
¬
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Feel the Bum".
Abovel a group of
students discuss an

assignment, Right,
lifting weights is a
"

popular activity
in

the campus

gym, Bottom
Right. An excited
"

class discovers
that they have a

ridiculously cool
major.
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For Mark Hejinian, a senior Politics and Govern
ment major from San Francisco, CA. the right major
for him was always dear . "I ’d always been interested in
politics in high school . . . It was something that I knew
before coming here that I was interested in that for

¬

a

major . "

And where his interest exists, there is a quality
program to go along with it. "The politics department
seemed like a strong department and matched up
with what I' m interested in ." Mark also appreciates the
faculty which he says, "The professors are very smart,
lead interesting classes and are very accessible."

Mark, whose emphasis is US politics, recently
finished his thesis, which he wrote about gay marriage
in his hometown of San Francisco . He wrote it with the
help of a thesis class, "It was a pretty small class. We
would meet once a week and workshop each other's
thesis ."
After graduation , " I'm applying for Peace
'
Core . I m hoping to do Peace Core for two years in
Africa, then after that go to law school ." When asked
what it was about the department that has made it
such an enjoyable experience, Mark summed it up in
one sentence "It's just quality ."
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An Apple for the Teachers’. Belowl The Politics and
Government department Bottom’. Amy Corcoran
and Colin Cronin ponder the meaning of life while
tackling the next question during a test.

Top.' P&G class
contemplates how
to best use their
nowledge to take over
he world. Above! One
of the department's
many talented
professors writes
notes on the board to
prepare for the day’s

>
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discussion. Eight’

Sophomore Eobin
Iolthausen proves the
old adage true that
people who take P&G
lasses really do have
more fun
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Domination'. Above Victoria Trotta unleashes. Below'
Abbi Ogaard denies any chance of a opposing goal
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Some people believe things come in threes. As the Puget Sound
women 's soccer team begins their quest for a third consecutive
Northwest Conference championship this season , count them
among the believers. The Loggers, coming off a second straight
elite eight appearance, are again poised to sit atop the NWC and
earn the right to represent Puget Sound in NCAA post-season play.
Though graduation took several members of last years 18-2- 1 squad ,
the Loggers starting line-up in 2004 will feature a veteran eleven void
of any first-year starters. Speaking of his squads' defensive approach,
tenth year Head Coach Randy Hanson expects a quality effort . " . . . If
we do what we have done in the past, we should be very solid
defensively this season ." Early in the season Coach Hanson took his
team to North Carolina looking "for the next challenge . We wanted
to get some great competition , as well as see the facility that will host
the Final Four this year . We can then and say 'ok, now we've seen it,
let's see if we can play well enough to get back there,"' stated early
on in the season before the Loggers clinched yet another conference
title. For the women's program the formula hasn't changed . They
will still rely on a highly focused understanding of their patterns of
play, will call upon the lessons learned in the past, and will develop
deep bonds as teammates that few programs share. The lessons
learned , earned the Loggers a trip to the final four in North Carolina .
The Girls won the first game and lost in the Championship game 5-4
in a shootout unfortunately .
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One woman army’, (above) Jessica Fritz tames a pack of
opponents, while kicking the ball out of danger
.

PerfectionXbelow) Lauren Gehring
perfects her headers
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Up Close and
Personal!*2
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Katy Daly
has been
very happy
with the
season's out
come, making
it to..... "We
have great
captains and
we all get
¬

along very
well, thats

probably

./

why we did as well as we did." As a second
year veteran to the team, Katy men
tioned that she has not been nearly as
nervous as last year. T) ur team chem¬
istry is amazing and I cant wait to see
where it takes us next year."
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Battle in the Skies'. Anthony
FioreAti looks on as Andrew Hewit1
jujxfrg skjr-hig for a loese ball
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Off the Fieldl Senior Midfielder I
Anthony Fioretti mentioned
that the team had never been so
close, dynamically. "We had a lot of
veterans and returners, which led to a
family atmospher both on and off the
field " Fioretti mentioned that season
had been everything he had hoped for
except for the dissapointment of not
making playoffs "We played as hard
as we could and that is all you can ask
for, unfortenately it just wasn't good
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Slipping by. Ian Wong slips one by the opposing goaltender
"
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Men's Soccer
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The men's soccer team finished the 2004 season with a 13-3-3 record,
the sixth consecutive season the Loggers have won 12 or more games.
The Loggers posted a 10-3-1 conference record, good for a second
place finish. The men's team has finished first or second in five of teh
past six seasons, the one exception being the 2001 seaons where the
Loggers finished fourth. The class of 2004 was comprised of a solid
core of seven seniors with a combined 423 total games played in their
college carreers. The group was 39- 10-5 in NWC games overall, 214-2 at home, and 18-6-3 on the road. No doubt the returners will
have a lot of ground to fill, but according to Senior Anthony Fioretti,
"they are more than capable of doing so, especially
with the returing
upperclassmen who have that extra year of experience. Though the
men's team came-up just short of playoffs and nationals, members of
the team concluded that they did everything they could, but it simply
was just not good enough. For now the team will get back to training
in hopes of making the playoffs next year, lead by an armada of
youngsters.
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Balunce-beuminglabove) Jim Fioretti tip-toes
along the goal line in effort to keep the ball from
leaving the playing field.

r) iM ©r5 rhu) of La V©ro © O-O, Gustasius Adol-pbus 1- 1, Cba-pi ao i-O, Clarcqoot Coll ©g© l- o, \i)1)f1-ti©r Coll © © 7- 0, \i) ilg
iq©tt © (b- O, "Pacific Lath© ran l"2, G©org© Tox 4- Z, NjIh’rKxJorth 2- 2, \i)bfh ao *1-0,
o- 1, "Pacific 3- 0,"Pacific
Linfield
4
.utb© rao 2-0, \l)illaki©tt © l- O, Georg© Tox i- O, XjJbrti an 1-0, Ndbitvjjortb i- 2, "Pacific 3- 0,
Linfi© ld 1- 2
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Inspiring!Beautiful ML
Rainier, on clear days,
watches over the soccer
field like a majestic
mascot
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Teammates'
pen
Josh
andiick passes the ball down
re line hoping to score

.

George Swanson

nears his

release point before throwing
the ball down field
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*
Options.’ Jorgan Peadon studies
the field for an open teammate

HuddlerupKright) Huddled around Coach Olney, the men’s soccer team prepares for another game
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He Could
Go All

Break UPS
offensive line
breaks after a
quick huddle.
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A s in past years many fans thought this season would prove to be no different
differen tnat
hat the rest.

/

However, the Logger Football team had a different idea in mind . The Loggers started off
lHowever
of the

season with an unpresidented three wins. "I knew it, from the first days of training camp, I knew this

was going to be the year," said sophmore runningback Alex Patterson. Though the next four games
were losses including a double overtime loss to none other than Pacific Lutheran University, the team

was not willing to give up . The Loggers finished the season with two huge victories against Colorado
College ( 52-10 ) and the conclusion to the season against Lewis and Clark ( 49-6 ) . Finishing the season
with a record of 5-4 marked only the second time in the last twenty years the Logger football team

has walked away from the final game with a winning victory. Next season should be very interesting,
with a lot key players returing to defend the winning record
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Breaking AnckW/left) Rory Lee jukes left and jukes light to avoid being tackled
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Football
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Throw an' up’.
(far left)
The UPS football
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tory. (left) Drew
Spam, Coach Jones
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and Alex Patterson
take a little time off
to spedn time with
kids from the com¬
munity during the
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Little Logger football
camp.
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" A More Indepth Look! ’ I was pretty
nervous the first time I practiced with
the team because they were a lot bigger and faster than highschooL" said
freshman quarterback Chris Larson.
He mentioned he really didn't know
what to expect given the previous
season records; of the Loggers. “ It was
awesome to win the first three games,
and then to close the season with two
blowouts, I can't wait to see what we do
next year.
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Everybody Okayl
Adam Kems

(left)

9

looks over the
pile to make sure

10

everyone is okay.
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Old SchooHright)
The 1918 Logger
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Football team

gears up for gametime.
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Football
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Stuffed! Emily Sabelhaus blocks an opposing
spike.

Booin’. Monica
Groves spikes
the ball
while her

Jt
SlfiflWj

teammates
watch on.
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Volleyball
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Ready, Service! (left) Nicole Vinson waits for Focus’. Emily Sabelhai
the ball to drop as she serves, (below) Tera eyes the ball before servin
Anderson, Nikki Esposito and Joanna Ricken
switch to the ready position.

Trot tb© Player's Mi© »OJ > Defen
se© specialist Any Tboidipson took
fiu © to talk about tb© outcoi ©
of tb© season - ‘M)e started out
rouigb, but really picked it up
virf- F) tuio huge upsets to close
tb© season - TboMpsn 'Jjerjt onto
say ‘cue bad a lot of fresbMan this
year, and ft <oJill undoubtedly b©lp
tb© teat in years to cou o.’ AMy
said rt MJO5 a learning season and
sb© can not vjjart to get back on
tb© court n©xt year.
"
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Zingl Nicole Vinson pummles the ball as teammates Emily Sabelhaus and Joanna Ricken

watch on.
ten the
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Set! Emily Sabelhaus sets the
ball for Alena Bennett

season began Coach Mark Massey had a group of 13 underclassmen as returning players, a team that had a

lot of chenajstry coming into the season . Not only did Massey h

leyball team aVmyllcorfe 5 firfc nl;ftprwthar

yyp it thiilall
^

e a stunning 13 player veteran team , the Logger Vol¬

^

jpjhe team in any way they could . Though the Loggers did

not start the season as hoped , they did not give up. Considered to be a finesse team that focuses on strong serving , ball control,

to turn

fortf and putting up good blocks, the team switched to a more aggressive offense style, which in the end helped

^
aroundVy

solid digging

^ ^

| PridC^iN/ jG ytaidh

seasc
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M k Massey stated , "Teh challenge is going to be mental , and

the team that handles the mental aspect of the game wilfhave a step up on the other teams." Despite the season not turning out
has planned , all members of the team were happy with the last two wins of the season , because they were big upsets and noted

that next year should be special with so many returners.

WrtMan 3-2,

\i) illaM©tte 0-3, C5 ayvxiard 0-3, CMS 0-3, East Texas Baptist ) -3, Trinity 0-3, Texas Lu
theran
Tboktas Moore 1-3, Leuiis Clark 1-3, George Tox 2-3, Pacific Lutheran 1-3, Pacific (Jniucrsrty 3-0,
^ 0-3, Georg© Tox 3-0, Pacific Lutheran 2 3, Pacific University 2-3,
NjObiT'uJortb 0-3, Linfi© ld 3-2, Lewis Clark
\n) bit <ojortb 0-3, \0 biTMan 3-2, M) illaM©tt© 3-2 ,
1 3,
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Rogers Hawley reports
that this season should be

23

a great season for men's
tennis. "We did lose some
seniors, but those positions

*

9

are quickly being filled by

hot shot freshmen. This is
my last season for UPS and
I will unquestionably give
it my all and hopefully
we will walk away with
conference and even better,
work our way through
nationals," he said.
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Game, Set, and Match without a problem

One of the perennially least appreciated sports at
the University, the team has settled for mediocrity
the past few seasons. This year, coach and
former rock star Chet Dawson cut the team's
body fat index in half before the season began .
He was quoted as saying, "You don't see that
many fat people winning the grand slams''.
The conditioning and footwork was more than
doubled, and the team's general attitude was
given a much needed face lift. They are led by
senior co-captains Trent Neugebauer and Rogers
Hawley. Senior Sam Ziff faces tough competition
from freshmen Nick Amland and Mike Mulin, but
he sees that as a good thing, saying, "As long as
the best men make the team I'll be happy." That is
the key to the team's success this year, teamwork,
sacrifice, and selflessness. With a solid corps of
younger players, the men's tennis team at UPS
should continue to be a force to be reckoned with
in the Northwest Conference.
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Andrew Neil scorches
a backhand as Rogers
Hawley looks on.
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Women’s Tennis
love-love, 1 5-love, 30-love, 40-love, game
Losing only one from last year's dynamite team, the Women's Tennis Team will strive for the Conference Title during this season .
Finishing 2nd at last year's conference tournament was a stride in the right direction for the team , but this year they are focused on
demolishing the Linfield Wildcats, last year's conference champs. Junior, Melissa Snyder ( a . k.a . The Intimidator ) and sophomore,
Alyssa Sidoff will take over 1 st doubles this year and sophomore, Taryn Anderson will play 1 st singles. Recovering from a shoulder
surgery, hard-hitting sophomore, Courtney Dunham will hopefully be able to play in the number two spot . Juniors, Sammi Farris
and Molly Clevenger continue to be the glue holding the team together along with a couple of the old sophomore pros, Katie
Russell and Alana Wong . Gaining three new women this year will no doubt add to the team dynamic, and as the season closes in
Coach Steve Bowen and his team will be in top form .
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Men's Basketball

The Northwest Conference men's basketball coaches predict that the
# 6 University of Puget Sound will return to the top of the NWC standings,
where the Loggers finished as conference champions in 2003-04 . Puget
Sound picked up eight out of nine first place votes and 88 total points in
the poll to easily outdistance Whitworth College. The Loggers won their
: first ever Northwest Conference title last season and finished 24-3 before
losing in the sectional round of the NCAA Division III tournament . Head
Coach Eric Bridgeland , the 2004 NWC Coach of the Year, welcomes back
Second Team AII-NWC guard Chase Curtiss and three other starters as he
has his squad reloaded for Puget Sound 's title defense . Constant motion
is nothing new to fans of Puget Sound 's men's basketball team . After all ,
the Loggers seldom seemed to stop as they ran to a program best 243 record , a Northwest Conference Championship, and Sweet Sixteen
appearance last season . Based inpart on their success of last season, and
the realization that Coach Bridgeland has, his squad reloaded for another
deep post-season run this year . The Loggers earned the # 6 ranking in the
poll and the top spot of any team in the West Region . The ranking is the
highest national preseason ranking for Puget Sound since their affiliation
with NCAA Division III .
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Driving' (above)". Chase Curtiss drives to the hoop,
Lean-in (above left)’. Chris O'Donnell drives to the hoop. Watchin eyes (above)’. Coach Bridge
Lock (below). Zack Mcvey plows through to the hmd watches on as Chase Curtiss
Targetit Lack
begins his move towards the net. Dead end (below). Josh
hoop
Walker finds a dead end on his way to the hoop.
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This year is going to be a great year.
We have a very strong team, with
a different star every game which
is different from last year where we
had a constant standout,' mentioned
Westin Wood Wood also went onto
gas
y that his team expects to go the
(
NiCAA
national tournament and if
all goes to plan, thy will win the na¬
tional title game This year has also
been very different for me because
last year I was a red-shirt freshman
helping my team from the bench but
now I am an active player helping
my team on the court" said Wood
Lean back (below) Jeremy Cross
fades a little leaner before half.

4

Jump (above)’. Ryan Delong hops over opposing players
to get what he wants, the ball in the net.

m

Up and Over

. Westin
Wood takes
the aerial
route for an
(left)’

1
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easy lay
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up.
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Left

.

(right)’

Walker

hook

Jeff

N

uses

the big left
hook to get
right under
the hoop for
a lay up.
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Men's Basketball
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No passing zone! Morgan Harter guards closely.
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“ Making the Transition from highschool
to college level was difficult at first,
mainly because it is so much faster,’’said
Stephanie Senescall . She went on to
mention that the team is struggling to
bring the same intensity to each game,
but is more than confident with their ag ¬
gressive play to get the job done.
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Throwing elbows

(above).' Stephanie Sen¬

m

escall pushes off before
SIletting up for a jumper.

~

Pressure (left).' Lindsay
May sinks a game end

¬

ing free-throw.
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Women's Basketball

TiprToes (right)’. AngitLe
Straw tip-toes her way
to the hoop
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# 15 Puget Sound has been
tabbed as the favorite to defend their
NWC title, leading a tightly bunched
group of teams that enter the season
with a shot at the conference crown .
The NWC women's pre-season
coaches' poll foreshadows a tight race,
with the Loggers main competition
expected to come from last years
co-Champion Whitman College . The
women's team, which advanced to
the NCAA sectional finals last winter
and finished with an overall record of
23-5, picked up three first place votes
and 76 total points to edge Whitman
in the poll. The Loggers return AllNWC forward Lindsay May and AllNWC guard Kilty Keaton this season .
Head Coach Suzy Barcomb led UPS to
its second NWC title last winter . The
Loggers won a coin flip with Whitman
to garner the NWC's automatic bid to
the NCAA tournament.

Jumper (left)." Jessica Roberts throws up a
jump shot with nothing but black shirts all

.

around her
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Determination

.

(far left)’

Lindsay May
never takes

her eyes of the

P
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>So Close (left).'

Kilty Keaton
just can't
quite jump
enough for this
rebound

.

Women's Basketball
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Getting some air (above).' Sophomore Greg Wolfe takes an early lead.
Almost there . Swieter, a sophomore, takes a gulp of air as she swims
the breaststroke.

96

Swimming

Eager to get wet (below). Erin Swieter, in lane four, tries to get an early

.

jump on the competition

-

STOO«E, S m.o«E, SmokE...
jThe University of Puget Sound women's swimming team has
pvon every Northwest Conference title in which the Loggers

have

competed since UPS joined the league in 1997 . UPS is
led by senior Michelle Rennie, an All-American and conference
record holder in the breaststroke events. Sophomore Alex Borgen
dominated the distance freestyle events last season as well . The
men also have a winning tradition, being the most recent team
other than Whitworth to win a title . And the Loggers took that
championship in 2002 at the Whitworth Aquatic Center. UPS is
Anchored by seniors Thomas Ciesielski and Tag Veal , who have the
Conference's best times in the 50 Free and 100 Back ( Ciesielski ) and
2j 00 Fly (Veal ) . UPS also owns the conference's best time to date in
the 200 Free Relay. Veal and Rennie have established times that
put them among the best at NCAA Division III in their respective
events. Veal possesses the 10th fastest time ( 1 :54.5 ) in the 200
Butterfly, while Rennie holds the nations 5th fastest time ( 1 :05.6 ) in
the 100 Breaststroke and the 2 nd fastest time ( 2 : 20.8 ) in the 200
Breaststroke. Both of Rennie's times are NCAA 'A' cuts, automatically
qualifying her for the NCAA Championships. Veal's time is a NCAA
f B' cut which establishes a provisional pool of student-athletes from
(which NCAA Championship finalist may be selected .

Senior Thomas Ciesielski , who holds four individual top
times for the men's squad , looks favorably upon his years
at UPS. 'There is something fundamentally different about
swimming at UPS - our fan and team support shows in
every meet. Other schools don't have the same pride that
our team shows. Our bench never sits down until the race
is over. At the beginning of the season I had hoped to keep
a deep roster and challenge Whitworth for the league title.
The women's squad has always been deep, and their talent
ultimately puts them on top of the league every year ."

1

V

...And they're off! (above). Swieter and company propel them
'

¬

.

selves off the starting block

Taking a breather (left). Leesa Cotton takes a breath as she
swims the freestyle Cotton was the 2004 Oregon high school
'

of the year, and she brings the talent that should keep
the Logger Ladies dominating Northwest Conference swimming.

swimmer

——

.

I am a torpedo (above)'. Greg Wolfe cruises
through the water in a freestyle race.
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In for the long haul (above).' Logger runners leg it around
the bend. Action shots (below)’. UPS track & field preparing
for the 2005 regular season.
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Track & Cross Country
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the Energizer Bunny

Getting pumped! Senior captain and polervaultar Katie Heaton warms
up before propelling herself into the sky. Heaton set a Puget Sound indc
track and field record by vaulting 11 feet 5 1/4 inches. Saturday,
January 29, in Seattle at the Husky Invitational

Huffing and Puffing!Sophomore
Brian Kramer gets his momentum
going into a jump during a practice

early in the season.

Junior Decathlete Nathan Bybee,
a former soccer player at UPS, sat
i down to discuss the 2005 season.
' "We have high expectations this
year - the team is training for first
or second place in the league.
I'm doing the decathlon because
it's fun to try all the different
events. I'm having fun now but
i it will get more serious as time
goes on. Coach Mike Orechia
is really supportive of people
[ doing the events they want to
' do. All the coaches have been
I very helpful and supportive.
The distance runners are a very
close-knit group - we hang out
| often and like to spend time at
! E-9 on Thursdays. This season
my goals are to
,
i will be fun and
improve every meet and every
| practice."

a

Track 8- Cross Country
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Women's Varsity and Novice Crew

This bang my first year on varsity
(I was a novice last year), I am both
inspired and encouraged by my
older teammates. Rowing is a sport
that requires both serious teamwork
and dedication to pulling your own
weight (literally). These girls are
amazing and even at 5 am on a
freezing lake, I love being part of
UPS crew,” Lauren Jansons of the
Women's Varsity Crew Team.

fcow, fcow, fcoW, fcow, fcow, fcow

No experience is required", is the recruiting slogan for UPS crew and 90% of the current women's team started rowing
n their freshman or sophomore year. The crew team draws athletes from all the niches of campus but have something
n common. These women are dedicated individuals, eager to try something new and looking to be part of a highly
;uccessful team. This season, Puget Sound's women's varsity eight claimed the ninth spot in the preseason US
Rowing/
lollegiate Rowing Coaches Association NCAA Division III Varsity Eight Coaches Poll released early in the season. The
.ogger Women, coming off two consecutive seasons finishing in the top four at the NCAA Championships, begin the
:ompetitive spring season March 26, 2005 at the Daffodil Cup on American Lake. Many students attend the preseason
egattas, proud of the women Loggers and their accomplishments.
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Imagine waking up at 5 am every morning, not to go to class, but to go jump in a small canoe like boat on a
freezing lake. The early mornings have become all to familiar for the UPS Crew Team . Last Year the men's team
became just the second group in the storied history of the Meyer Cup to win four consecutive Cups, the members
of the Logger men 's Varsity Eight have been selected as Puget Sound Male Athletes of the Week last spring . "The
men's team is very confident about the Varsity eight and JV, and if they row well should be able to take on all
comers . They will be looking to Western , Humboldt, and Lewis & Clark for a good race. They'll also be watching
for Western in the Men's Four; that should be one of the better races of the regatta . The novice men have been
improving and should challenge a strong Lewis & Clark crew. The 1500 m , 1000 m and 500 m pieces provided a
wonderful introduction to spring racing season . The three boats rowed "in-contact" for most of the pieces, but one
of the UPS boats managed to edge out the others. Much like the women's team , the men's Logger crew team will
be in the running for a top finish, though the road to a top spot will be very tough .

Harder,
Harder. The
*

coxwam

though

ing to he
almost useless
is perhaps
the biggest

component
a winning
team.
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There

a word in the Spanish
that means dedication,
prim and. integrity. There is no one
is

,

language

word in the English language to
describe these attributes On second
thought, there might not be one in
Spanish either It there is I don’t
know it Let’s say there was one,
and that it described the varsity
guy’s crew team That’d be great,"
remarked Sam Christman cT the
Men’s Varsity Crew
103
Men’s Varsity and Novice Crew
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Time out (left).' Coaltender
Kristi Hamilton takes
five to chat with Lauren

Furuya.

Women on Women (above).' Julia Marie guards Kate
Cuno during an offensive run-through.
Bunch up (right)'. The UPS women’s lacrosse team gatheisrs
for a quick team photo after one of many victories.

Instruction'. Coach Biicker
gives Ellen Fischer helpful
advice on how to execute
a play.

Listen up Coach Biicker gives some words of advice at
the conclusion of practice.

Making the move (below).
'

Jamie Schumaker runs by
Megan Nelson in hopes of
getting a shot on net
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womens Lacrosse
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The

women's lacrosse team Is
heading into the 2005 season with
high expectations. We had a great

season last year, and we have a solid
team with 14 returning players this
year We have a tough schedule
lined up with many challenging
games ahead of us, and we are going
to work really hard to make this
season even better than our last.
Our biggest strength is that we are
a group cf such tight knit players,
and as a result we play very well
together. We have an energetic
team and our coaches Dr. Beth
Bricker (head coach) and Michelle
Freese (assistant coach), share in
«« »
« « , «*
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Women's Varsity Lacrosse is a bit of a rarity in the
Westl Being the great game it is, growth is happening
and Puget Sound is on the leading edge. There are
12 players on the Teld at a time and begin in position
from goal to goal . The game is open , free lowing,
and beautiful to watch . Watching our team you will
see players who are excellent scorers, long distance
runners and sprinters, and superb defenders. Our
team is a geographically diverse team with athletes
from Minnesota , and Maine. With 1 senior and 10
juniors, we are delnitely in a strong position to have
another winning season . The team works very well
together and is committed to and respectful of each
other.
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Run, Run
(right): Erin
O’ Dwyer
runs up and
the down
:
patiently
waiting for
one of her
teammates
to pass her

%

Women's Lacrosse
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Men Laser Lacrosse =~~
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split the defence on
his way to the goal.
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The 2005 UPS Lager ( like the beer ) Lacrosse team has a lot to prove after completing the 2004 season undefeated in divisional play
and Pacific Northwest Collegiate Lacrosse League Division B Champions. Ranked eighth in the country at the start of the season ,
this year's team boasts 6 upper class men and an unprecedented 1 7 underclassmen . Coached by PLU alum Kyle Berggren and
Kris Johnson , the Lager team looks forward to defending its league title and playing for a national championship in early May. The
captains junior Peter Daniels, junior Scott McAmis, and senior Matt Riopelle see a likely repeat for the team and a bright future for
Lager lacrosse.
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Passing (top left).
John Hanasen
blows by this
nent.

Boom (above). Briam Ames absolutely destroys an
opposing player with this hit as Brad Karr looks on.
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Huddlerup deft). The Lager team huddles up for a few

mm
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words from their coach

To the
House!
John
Moore
runs

o
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by this
opponent)
on his i
way to L.
the goal I
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Scott
McAmis
makes
i

towards
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Men's Lager Lacrosse
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John Moore has high
expectations for the season given
the performance of the team last
season There is not a doubt in my
mind that we'll do just as well as we
did last year, if not better,’ stated
John Moore also said that he is
very impressed with the team this
year and that it is probably the
best team he has seen since Lager
Senior

yt,
/
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lacrosse really began at UPS. "I

have high hopes for our

’ 5

iI

\

team.

House it'. Michael
O'Malley blows by
an opposing player

m
ft

as teammate
Whinely Roulstone

’

looks on.

Pace-off. John
Hansen digs in as
he prepares for the
opening faceroff.

Run for
your lifel
Peter Daniels

MBHMH

runs for his
life from an

opponent.

Ouch!! Brian
Ames is the
victim of
a huge hit

by not one

but two

£

players. More
impressive
is that he

walked away
from this
collision to

A

H

score a goal

Say Cheesel

!

The Lager

r
(

Team poses for

a photo after
winning the
division title

D

..

last season.

All members
see a repeat
f*

91

in

the near

future

Men’s Lager Lacrosse
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TOGETHER WE WITT

"

Junior outfielder Jennifer Herod and
fellow junior third -baseman Gene
Duven sat down to discuss their
highlights of UPS softball :
Our league is very competitive
- it's close to a Division I level of
competition . Some of our players like
Maren Buck could play at a D-l school .
But UPS offers a unique opportunity
to get a great education and play at
such a competitive level . Softball is a
way of life here. Our coach knows
about everything that happens on
campus and she wants to help us. She
is influential in our success. She has
high standards and she expects us to
uphold them .
Our young team might take a while to
make the transition from high school
to college ball, but we also have
transfers who come from winning
programs - we're training for first or
second place - no doubt about it . Our
strengths as a team are our work ethic
and talent level . Our pitching and
defense are strong , and we hope to
improve hitting as the season goes on .
We love everyone on the team - when
we get together we have a great
attitude .
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The Lady Loggers lost 2004 AII NWC First-teamer Kelsey Weidkamp but added transfers Lindsey Fujita , Hailey Gee, and Brady Adelhar
to the squad in 2005 . Puget Sound shortstop Maren Buck, a senior from Missoula , Mont., was an AII- NWC Honorable Mention selection
in 2004, batting . 296 with 20 RBI and a team leading three home runs while playing in all thirty-six games for Puget Sound last
Coach Robin Hamilton has developed a softball program at the University of Puget Sound that is considered one of the finest in th <
Northwest . Coach Hamilton's program is a comprehensive collegiate program designed for the true student-athlete who wants succes|
in the classroom while enjoying a national caliber athletic experience. In 18 years at Puget Sound she has had 14 winning seasons, twc
NAIA National runner-up finishes and five All-Conference and All-Regional Coach of the Year awards. Her career mark stands at 364-209
2 overall . Puget Sound has had ten first-team All-Americans, three of which were pitchers, 8 NAIA National All-Tournament Players, ant
nearly 70 All-Conference student-athletes. As importantly, the Logger program had a 3.35 team GPA in 2002 .

seasoni

Sitting on it (below . Gene Duven displays perfect
technique while fielding a ground-hall
)'

Woman of Steel (below).' Sophomore Annie
Buxton shows the target.

Practice Makes Perfect (above)."
Coach Hamilton participates.
Sweeping the Infield (below).' Shortstop
Maren Buck finishes the play.
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Watch out for that
bucket (above).'
Outfielder Jennifer
Herod prepares to
dive for a fly-ball
Strike three (right)'.
Buxton takes her
catcher's mask off for
the camera.

Another one bites the
dust (left)’. Pitcher
Hailey Gee strikes out

t*

eady stance (above).' Jessica Roberts
repares to scoop up a slow roller,
it it harder Robin! (below).' Second
iseman

SI

Lindsay Fujita catches the
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another batter.
Nice Range (below)’.
Duven nabs a ball

that is trying to
escape to the outfield.
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B a s e b a l l
The 2005 campaign carries promise for the maturing UPS baseball program , as the
improvement that begin two seasons ago continues under the tutelage of third -year head
coach Brian Billings. After inheriting a team that finished with a 7-24 record in 2002, Coach
Billings led the Loggers to their first winning season in 12 years in '03 and followed up that
effort with a 20-18 overall record in '04 .

Coming off a fourth-place Northwest Conference finish last year, the Loggers are proud of
their accomplishments but are setting their sites on moving up in the conference standings
and advancing to post-season play for the first time since Puget Sound became full members of
NCAA Division III in 1999 .
The loss of seven seniors, including starters Sam Bunnett ( 1 B ) , Mike Kennewick ( CF ) , Matt
Gylling ( SS ) and Olin Wick ( C - Drafted by Chicago Cubs ) will not be an easy task, but with a
deep and talented pitching staff and power and speed up and down the line-up the dedicated
coaching staff sees reason for optimism in 2005.
With five returning starting position players from last season and their pitching staff almost
completely intact, experience should be a key to this year's team . Shared Billings, "We have
a strong group of returning players and I like our recruiting class. We have a nice mix of
freshman and transfers that will push are returners and should develop into impact players as
the season moves forward ."
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Good
Freshman Hawaiian Shaun
Kiriu has patience at the plate
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Taylor Thompson, a transfer from Sedro Wooley, records another strikeout as the field umpire does a disappearing act

Touch fern allSenior shortstop and team co-captain Andrew Sloan sends one into orbit
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High heat ' Sophomore Ctiris Owens gets ready to unload
his fury on a fastbalL
In the zone (left).' Thompson stares down the batter
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Eye on the ball (below).' Sophomore outfielder Michael Olsen
sends a shot to the right side of the field.

«

2005 was the final year for pitchers Tyler Williams and Reid Bennet-Eisen,
who have had solid carriers at UPS. Senior Andrew Sloan, who transferred
from Kansas - Wesleyan University, has greatly contributed to the Loggers.
, Sloan writes, "I am very excited about the team that we have this year .
Coach Billings has done a good job of recruiting and has brought in a
great mixture of transfers and freshmen. This year we are going to be very
young. There are only three seniors on the team, however, I feel that the
talent that we have on the team could make up for our lack of experience.
We have a solid pitching staff this year. In years past we have relied on
our team speed to win ball games but this year I feel we have a good
mixture of speed and power which will allow us to put a lot of pressure on
the opposing teams. This is my fourth year of college baseball (my third
at UPS) and I know that when it is all over I will miss the competitiveness
of the games. I will also miss that feeling of being on a team all working
very hard towards a common goal and knowing that everyone on your
team is willing to play their heart out for everyone else on the team."
,
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The purpose of Apple Scruffs is to
unite UPS students and faculty who all
share the common interest of classic
rock and roll . Apple Scruffs acts as a
forum in which members can voice
interests and ideas that pertain to
the foundations of modern rock.
The music embraced by the club
generally focuses on rock/folk rock
from the 1950s through the 1970s,
but the club also directs members
toward the applications of classic rock
to more modern music and helps to
trace the evolution of rock in general .
The club's activities are many and
varied ; they include trips to laser
shows, showings of classic rock films,
trips to record stores, jam sessions, etc.
Suggestions and ideas from members
are both welcomed and encouraged .
Apple Scruffs promotes an increased
appreciation of classic rock and
facilitates
the
already-established
musical interests of its members.
-Kristin Jurst
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Logger Pep Band is always there ,
at football games and basketball

/

V' !

games, keeping the crowd enter

tained with our music and excite

¬

:

ment . Some members are music

majors; others don 't have a single
•>. -

music class, giving our group a dy

J

¬

namic and fun feel . We're always

*1

HT

working to get new music and keep

1

it fresh, always adding solos and

P-

playing non-traditional pep band
music, such as Africa, byToto. If you

have the slightest interest in coming

out and joining us, please do! Every

¬

one is welcome!
-Cara Munson
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UPSStage M! ( University of Puget Sound Stage
Musicals ] is a student organization dedicated
to the performance, study, and appreciation
of musicals. The club seeks to give students
opportunities to perform selections from musicals
by creating one showcase production each
semester . In this production , students have the
choice of performing, playing an instrument,
directing or assisting in all aspects of the stage .
UPSStage M ! also views musicals ( both movies
and live performance ] and encourages the
discussion and study of the selected works.
Students also have the opportunity to participate
in special workshops and discussions and about
musicals with faculty and experts. UPSStage M .
seeks to open up the world of musicals to the
campus audience and in doing so promote
community, education , and experience through
art . UPSStage M . was founded in the fall of 2003
with 30 members and this year has grown to over
100 members .
This fall , UPSStage M ! produced " Forbidding
Broadway," a musical theater revue featuring
numbers from musicals that were once ( or still
are ) controversial . Approximately, 45 students
were involved in this student-run and student-

performed production . Next semester, UPSStage

W

l

Ml will be producing its third musical theater
revue "From Pages to Stage" which will feature
numbers from musicals based on books and plays .
In addition , UPSStage Ml along with the Film and
Theater Society will be taking a group of students
to New York over Spring Break to watch shows on

Broadway .

-Jenny Lai
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UPS Students for Fair Trade is a club
with both local and national interests.

|P Towards Animal
II
Ur J fliglils logettier

Our members are committed to the pro

¬

motion of Fair Trade here at Puget Sound

and nationwide as well.

We believe that Fair Trade is impor

¬

tant because it promotes successful, em

¬

Officially recognized by
ASUPS, the club University of Puget
Sound Towards Animal Rights
Together ( UPSTART) meets most
Wednesdays at 8:00 p.m. behind
the Info Center in the SUB. We or
ganize events that promote animal
rights as well as related issues, such
as sustainability, world hunger, and
human health. Past events have
included the spring banquet, local
protests, free lectures, potlucks and
Seattle dinners Earth Day soy ice
cream giveaways, volunteering at
animal sanctuaries, a raffle for an
autographed Maroon 5 hooded
sweatshirt, vegan bake sales, and
our overnight "Portland Pilgrim
ages." While we believe that
transitioning to a plant-based diet
is the single best way to reduce
animal suffering, it is only a means
and merely one expression of the
animal rights philosophy. We
welcome anyone with an interest
in the rights of animals to join us
regardless of diet.
-Michelle Brittan
¬

powering relationships between farmers

SUnUor

and business and educates consumers

about Fair Trade and economic develop

¬

Peace & Juslice

ment.

One of our biggest achievements
has been establishing UPS as the first

campus in Washington State to serve Fair

Ti

I Wo

a

.

Trade Coffee. Right now Diversions Cafe

is considering a roaster switch. Our orga

¬

nization is working with Diversions to seek
out a new roaster which serves 100% Fair

Trade Certified Coffee.

.

¬
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The University of Puget Sound
Young Democrats strives to stimulate
in young people an active interest in
the political process, in government
affairs, and in current political issues.
We seek to facilitate the acquisition
of young people's politcial power, to
promote liberal ideals, and to foster
and perpetuate principles of social
justice and welfare. Given that 2004
is a presidential election year, this is a
great time to get involved!

Women's Voices is the feminist discus
sion and action group here at UPS.
We gather weekly to talk about social ,
political, and school-related issues
that interest our members. Women's
Voices, or WV as we call ourselves,
acts as a sounding board of sorts; we
like to think of ourselves as a place for
feminist-oriented students to come
and discuss whatever is on their
minds. We are a forum for discus¬
sion of the issues, problems, ques
tions, concerns, etc. that students on
campus have or experience, but are
unable to address in their classroom
or dorm lives. It is a way for feminists,
men and women , to find others who
share their values and interests, in an
informal and open-minded setting .
WV also participates in service oppor
tunities with the Pierce County YWCA
and other organizations focused on
women's issues, like My Sister's Pantry.
Women's Voices is committed to and
passionate about providing a safe
space for feminists and feminism on
campus.
-Lauren E. Brown

Within the United States, one out
of every four American women will
experience violence by an

r
h

VAVA focuses
primarily on educating
the campus on all kinds of
violence against women
( sexual, physical, emotion
and verbal ) . We fund and
produce the Vagina
Monologues each spring .
We have done educational
programming during the
past two fall semesters for
National Young Women's
Day of Action . Currently,
we are in the process of
hanging up rape statistic
posters in the dormitory
bathrooms as well as assist¬
ing in the organization of
Take Back the Night .

5"
CD

¬

¬

-Mollyrose Sommer
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JEWISH
STUDENT

ORGANISATION
meets weekly to plan events, discuss

TheJewishStudentOrganization 's
(JSO ) goal is to promote an awareness of
the Jewish way of life and history . The
JSO maintains an open forum where
members are able to teach , learn , and
discuss Jewish traditions, beliefs, and
current issues that affect students today.
The club is completely student run , and
it is open to any student, faculty, or staff
member of the Puget Sound community .
The JSO plans and hosts a variety of
events related to Judaism for the campus
community. To kick off the year we
provide transportation to High Holy Days
services, which include Rosh Hashanah
( the Jewish New Year ) and Yom Kippur
( the Day of Atonement ) , and celebrate
Sukkot, the Jewish harvest festival of
booths. Some past examples of other
events include a Hanukkah party, Purim
carnival , and a Yom Hashoah ( Holocaust
Remembrance ) week of events. The
JSO also hosts the annual campus
Passover Seder which brought in over 55
participants in 2004! We also coordinate
transportation for anyone who wishes
to join the local reform-conservative
synagogue of Tacoma , Temple Beth El,
for Friday night Shabbat services. The JSO

Jewish issues and eat plenty of delicious
food . Between events we have some
low key meetings and smaller events,
such as Hebrew 101 sessions, movie
nights and discussions. Outside of
events, the JSO also is also involved in
education of our campus. We work
with Dining and Conference Services
to accommodate Jewish students'
needs during Passover and with the
Associated Students of UPS ( ASUPS ) ,
our student government , to create a
better understanding of the needs our
members present to us. The Jewish
Student Organization is committed and
pleased to provide a space for students
to find acceptance, enthusiasm , and
a community for being Jewish on our

campus .
Becca Herman

-
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Religious Clubs

UMeth ( United Methodist ) strives tc
be an inclusive group , open to student:
of diverse religions, opinions, races,
ethnicities, sexual orientations, anc
gender identities. We believe in the
equality of all and promote questioning ,
discussion , sharing, understanding ,
spirituality, and social action . Activities
include fellowship, food , bible studies,
and discussion of and action on socia
justice issues. Past events have includec
dinner with chaplin Jim Davis anc
his wife Nancy, Caroling for Clothinc
Donations, and the Jesus Film Fest .
-M . Addios
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UMETH
(UNITED METHODISTS)
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LIGHT HOIIBE
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More than just a Tuesday night
event Lighthouse is a Christ-centered
:ommunity committed to experiencing
and sharing God’s unconditional love
:
or Tacoma college students. Using the
Bible as the basis for understanding Jesus
Christ and the kingdom of God , students
olan and execute several activities such
as feeding the homeless underneath the
705 bridge on Friday nights and mission
:rips to Walla Walla ( eastern Washington ) ,
Mexico, and even Thailand, during spring
oreak, between semesters, and in the
summer . Questions and discussion around
all aspects of faith are encouraged and
students are challenged to take their faith
seriously and personally. Several small
groups meet weekly to study the bible, talk
about life, and just hang out . Roughly 1 75
students are involved in small group Bible
studies that meet weekly, and students
are grouped according to class. A few
times every semester Lighthouse meets in
downtown Tacoma as part of an effort to
unite students from UPS, Pacific Lutheran
University, Tacoma Community College,
and UW Tacoma . Tuesday nights provide
an opportunity for students to come
together with 75 to 175 other students to
worship together, reflect, and listen / learn
about a particular passage from the Bible .
This ministry seeks to provide opportunities
for all students to experience the love,
truth and power of Jesus Christ. Come .
Seek. Find . Real life in Jesus Christ.

.
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PAGAN
MUSLIM
STUDENT
ASSOCIATION
The Muslim Student Association
seeks to encourage knowledge and
understanding of the Islamic faith
within the University of Puget Sound
community. Our aim is to accomplish
this by sponsoring educational events,
panels, speakers, and including the
UPS community in the celebration
of Islamic festivals and holidays.
Islam has become an increasingly
significant social and political force in
our world , and thus it is imperative
that we understand Islam in order
to understand our world better, as
well foster tolerance and promote
harmony in the local and international
community.

STUDENT
ALLIANCE
The Pagan Student Alliance
strives to discuss and educate on the
topics of Wicca, Paganism and
Witchcraft; to promote understanding
and tolerance in the larger community
and to provide a places for Wiccans,
Pagans and other sympathetic or
interested parties to learn , feel safe, and
express their views. We have weekly
meetings and celebrate all the major
Pagan holidays together .
-Erica McGillivray

-Natasha Quraishi

CATHOLIC CAMPUS
MINISTMY
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Tuesday, m a k e s
September available
nec 14th, 2004, 7 pm, the
seven people met in sary materials and
) Thor
Thompson . Hall, room TH 127, subjects frame work
for the Foundation Meeting of the to students and faculty
University of Puget Sound Judo Club. Pres who wish to undertake re
ent were: Joel J. Akimoto ( club president ), search into the art or sport
Marcus R. Asahina (club treasurer), Emily T. of judo, and it responds
Lau, Karim Ochosi ( academic adviser ), Jain Y. to the needs of the judo
Pak, David J. Tanaka, and Malia M. Take'uchi national governing bodies
( club secretary ) . On Thursday, October 7 th, ( USJF & USJI ) and United
2004, the judo club was formally recognized States Olympic Committee
by the ASUPS senate. Guidance is provided should these wish to so
by Akimoto, a business major, who has been licit academic expertise for
a successful competitor in various national supporting our country's
judo tournaments, while Ochosi, who lived judo top athletes. The
newly founded University
in Japan for years, is an Olympic Coach, ex
national team member, International Referee, of Puget Sound Judo Club
and 6th Dan black belt who was the training plans to officially open lat
partner of the Moscow 1980 Olympic gold er this year with a martial
medal winner. The University of Puget Sound arts exhibition. Location
Judo Club teaches, practices, and distributes of practice is the Dance
Studio, also known as
to the University of Puget Sound community
pure and traditional Kodokan judo with an Room FH228 in the back
emphasis on proper technique, as a system of the UPS Fieldhouse. At
of physical and mental education, as it was the time of writing practice
originally developed by its founder, Jigoro sessions have, however,
Kano, and expressed in the two principles not yet started. Women
"Sei-ryoku zen'yo" (maximal efficient use of
and men belonging to the
energy) and "Ji-ta kyo-ei" ( maximal progress University of Puget Sound
and harmony to the community) . In addition, community are welcome to
it provides facilities, guidance and coaching join us in judo practice. For
to students who have expressed a wish to more information, you can
represent the University of Puget Sound in visit the club's web page
collegiate judo sport events, or to students, at http://asups.ups.edu/
staff or faculty who wish to participate in clubs /judo / default . aspx
non-collegiate judo events and who need or, directly contact the UPS
to maintain or improve their judo athletic Judo Club by E-mail at:
abilities and skills level. In addition, the club judo@ups.edu
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We're all about:
-promoting and encouraging cycling activities
( recreational riding, racing, touring, commuting,

mountain)
opportunities to meet students with
similar interests
-connecting cyclists to local resources & organiza
-offering

¬

tions
-supporting sustainable transportation

alterna

¬

tives and riding culture
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The American Civil Liberties Union
is a nonprofit, nonpartisan membership
organization devoted to protecting
the civil liberties of all Americans, and
extending them to groups that have been
traditionally denied their basic civil rights.
The UPS student chapter was started
this year and is devoted to educating
the campus about civil liberties issues.
This year the club has shown the movie
"Unconstitutional,"
which is about
government action since 9/ 11 and how it
affects civil liberties, and has co-sponsored
a panel discussion about the PATRIOT act.
The ACLU-UPS also gave away birthday
cake in the SUB on December 15th to
celebrate the birthday of the Bill of Rights.
Spring semester the ACLU-UPS sponsored
a panel discussion entitled "Know
Your Rights" which allowed students
to ask police officers and a lawyer
questions about their rights if they are
stopped by the police. For more
information about ACLU-UPS please
email aclu@ups.edu.
-Erica Toelle
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The University of Puget Sound Pool
Kayaking Club serves to give the campus
community the opportunity to learn
essential kayaking skills in a safe controlled
environment, while emphasizing fun,
team building, trust, self-confidence, and
community.
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Campus Greens
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The
of
University
Puget
Sound's chapter of Campus Greens
is a politically based club that works
to educate, promote, and utilize
the values of the Green Party in
conjunction with the University and its
surrounding community. The students
participating in Campus Greens feel
that the emergence of a multi-party
system is crucial to the survival of
democracy in the U.S. given the
current state of affairs. The Green Party
has been working to strengthen the
knowledge about and support for the
Green Party since the club's emergence
in 2002 . In order to demonstrate
the key values of the Green Party,
Campus Greens hosts lectures, events,
and activities designed to advance
social justice, equality, environmental
stewardship, and political reform.
-Kristi Thorne
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JAUPS is a club that is devoted to
Japanese Visual Media and Pop
Culture. Anime, or Japanese Cartoons,
has become increasingly more
popular. We are able to broaden our
horizons to more than anime; cosplay,
JPOP, and food are also popular topics
and prospective events. -S. Jacobson

"Forum

Advocating American Israeli
Relations
( FAAIR )
the
supports
continued existence of the Jewish
Democratic State, and the ongoing
friendship between the United States
and Israel. Through discussions
and events, we strive to promote a
peaceful approach in solving Middle
East problems . "

Fill

Forum flduocaling
finimerican Israeli
Relaliiions
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This year a group of students and
a professor set out to make UPS history,
and they succeeded. They created the
first intercollegiate Ultimate Frisbee team
officially sponsored by UPS. As such this year
was a building year. The team attended
multiple tournaments stretching all the way
to McMinnville, Oregon . While they didn't
take first they showed other colleges that
UPS has a commitment to the sport and a
desire to build their team
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You don't have to be Asian to be in
APASU! . Really, you don't! APASU is a
club that strives to provide an Asian
community on the UPS campus where
people of all ethnicities can come to
learn about Asian cultures and have
fun in the process . We put on infor
mative yet awesome events such as
Chopsticks 101, Lunar New Year's
celebration Mid-autumn Harvest festi
val, as well as movie nights, field trips,
discussions, and so much more . Most
importantly, we want APASU to be
whatever you want it to be, so come
swing by the Student Diversity Center
and check us out .
¬

.

Democracy Matters is part of a
nationwide grassroots movement to
get big money out of politics and the
voters back in . Club members have
the opportunity to participate in many
events on and off campus, like "Rocking
for Democracy" or "Who Bought the
President?" Democracy Matters also offers
it's member the unique opportunities of
attending national summits in Albany, NY
and Berkeley, CA; or even interning.
-Beth Cantrell
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Founded in 1976 by Linda and
Millard Fuller, Habitat for Humanity is
a nonprofit housing ministry that seeks
to eliminate substandard housing from
the world and to make decent shelter
a matter of conscience and action.
In December of 1991, the University of
Puget Sound became the 200th campus
chapter of Habitat for Humanity. Acampus
chapter is a student run organization
which works in partnership with
local Habitat affiliates to build and
rehabilitate houses and educate the
campus and local community about
affordable housing issues and the work of
Habitat for Humanity. Habitat invites
people of all races, religions and
ethnic groups to work together in
partnership with people in need of a decent
place to live. -Anna Owens
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The ushering in of a new semester brought with it a new addition ti
Diversions Cafa Couches!

CXoSiisr
0H$ryup
9BETSOM7
fj/

On the field... The Girls’ Rugby
team practices on Todd. Field
where many events occur, like V
Bid Day for the fraternities as
seen below.
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To my much adored students and dancers:

Thank you all for twenty five
beautiful years at Puget Sound.
It has been a privilege to serve as
your teacher, advisor and
collaborator during your
personal journey to greatness

.

Thomas Anderson Schillar PhD
Director, Business Leadership Program
Advisor, Repertory Dance Group

Congratulations Samara
Love,
Mom and Dad

Mike Archer,
Sherry Morgan
and Walsworth
Publishing would
like to congratulate
Tamanawas.
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Tamanawas staff.
Chrissy Dupuis, Editor, Lisa Aronold, Photo

Editor, Ben Hitch, Sports Editor, Cara Munson,
Colin Neagle, Kevin Ford, Molly Petersen, Copy
Editor and Diane McGregor Adviser

Mari,
You have been our joy
from the day you were
bom .
Congratulations!
We are so proud of
you.
Love,
Mom & Dad

Adventure Onl " Jessie
B." -artist and explorer
from the start- Hold life
up-close, observe, then
set- free qour unique and
gentle spirit... Love alwaqsl
Mom. Dad, Sarah Lqdfe

.

'

v

,

r.
CsOJDGET, yo(J WAV/E COME A LOWS (MAy &A&yf
COV/E ALIMAyS, MOM AMD DAD
Ads
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CoNgratulatioNs Jake/
Congpatulations
Lindsay1.
ape
We
so ppoud
of and a" " MAY' ' zed
by all youp
accomplishments
on and off the court .
Keep peaching
fop the staps\
Love,
Mown, Dad & Colin

Love.
Moivt & Dad

-

Elizabeth
Organized
Friend
Intelligent
Caring
Leader
~
Music Lover
Hard-working
Good Listener
Adventurous

A

1

Responsible

Loved

1

Q.hris- fOe ape so

oepy ppeub ofo you . / hay all ifeup bpeatns
come
as ycup new jeupney begins .
Aeoe , Dab, / Hem, Jessica +/ U.ema
tpue

Mom &- Dad

'

:

fas

n
w

to
ve your goals
will never be parents as proud as we are today!
We Love You!
Dad Mom, Jesses
Mattie & Ruthie
,

136

Parent Ads
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Dear Maureen,

Congratulations!

May ALL your dreams come true.

Love Mom & Dad

2"

£endaLL

We

Congratulations Pete! We’re extremely proud of
everything you’ve accomplished and look for
ward to seeing you continue to make a big splash
in life!
Love, Mom & Dad
¬

so

.

veRy pRou$

of you We know you wiLL 30
foRwaRc) as you aLwayS Have - WitH couRa$e; compassion aNS
aRe

convictions tempeRec) By youR sense of HumoR anS a SmiLe.
may tne futuRe BRin$ you cfReat Happiness / continued success
and many wondeRfuL adventuRes !

Love

aLwayS /

Hlom and c) ad
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PEAR CUM
I AM i>o VEEY PR ?UD of you -, \JUo you

Way to go. Jekal

ARC, \VljAT you

Congratulations!
We love you very
much!
Lots of O s ftX s

LIN/E. yOUR LIFE. I Y

^"

DO\UU i>0 Y<?U \VlLL llELP JO

LVE M<?M

<

la

^ *
3I

IrAegAiaxx
Ba:r \gexL as

'

'

SOOOAXL Co
t.eacK AX©
AAAASLL sVie’e
\eaonxecL
BOAX
"

are xcry
S \XT\

sYYATie

V

•s

*

*

AND BY

*MAI4E TljE
,

\Vt?RLP A SETTER PLACE

w

«1

Jjd7\V yOU

AiU F0R yOU I

TLIAT you LIVE. youe. DREAM

Mom e. Dad

IJOOV OAXL
'WOTYCL

*

BELIEVE AND

m

*

COUGEATUUATIOMS
OAMIE...
SHOOT POR.THE
MOOU,

EVEW (E you MISS,
you’LL LAUD AMOUG
THE STAft-S”

.

K!E AO.E SO PflOUD
OE you!
(AJE LOME you,
MOM AUD DAD

BiOAre, BAcncn.

Parent Ads
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Con- gratalatlon- sC a s- l f f r o m
Ulln n-es-ota to
Canada to ¥ ran ee ,
¥ lorlda to- Sto u- tR
ff )a £ota , Ulon tana
to- W gomin g ,
(
Hawaii to- ¥eKa $
i)ou fa ave s- pread
gou p wings-

-
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FT
*
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a n d lan de d In

.

Washington We
eou- ld n- o-t he mo- re
pp-ou-d! We love goa
verg mu-eh
itlom + Cartls
a- n-d all goar
famll g

.

DEAP-EST TAPA,
WE APE: SO PROUD AMD HAPPY POP- you ! you MOT OMLV
WER-E 100% COMMITTED TO yOUP- GOAES AMD STUDIES AT
UPS & UT you STIL-U ALWAyS POUMD THE TIME TO CAP-E;

SUPPORT; AMD &E WITH ALU OP US WHO LOVE yOU SO MUCH.
THAWK you!

MOM + DAD

Coingnratialaticxris
Steplnamie,
AJS you move forward
irr life, we want yin -to

know Low pnomd we are

of th.e pensoTi you Lave

tecome. hfo-un Land work
and cdecliciatioTT load. pint

# A
'

a world full of promise
*oppentinn.ity luefone you
OUr love <goes witL you

wherever liLe taLes you.

Love,
Mom, Lad, and. Sana

T

v•

" S,

Congratulations Tyler!
You have always made us
proud!
Love Mom & Brace

i.

y'fr f
V

With great pride,
MARK, we offer heart ¬

A
:

0

WiLaJh
-

CoNgratulatiONS.
Andrew
are very proud
of you.
Love. Dad . MOM +
Carrie
138

Parent Ads

.

felt congratulations
As qou contemplate

the roadmap ahead ,
consider the words of
Abraham Lincoln: " tow¬
ering genius disdains a
beaten path "
Just remember the waq

. .

home son
Love ,
Mom and Dad

v

-

I'

\

j

J-MAN- You should
be proud of your ac
complishments. We
are ! Set your goals
high and enjoy life
as your make the

•>

cr

¬

journey.

.

Love, Pop Mom, and
Aaron

CONGRATULATIONS ELISE! WE'RE VERY PROUD OF YOU!
LOVE, DAD, MOM +SALLY, GRANDMA + GRANDPA

Always our All-star.
Congratulations, Joe!
We are so proud of you.
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'

, Mom
"* Love
and the whole Sotta family

Anna, How happy you make us!
Congratulations and Good Luck!
Love,
,
Mom Orion, Lara, & Robert

V

W/tlEN TilE illMALAYAN PEA5ANT
MEET5 TLlE LIE-&EAR. IN TLlE
PR.IPE LlE 5Ll£UT5 JO 5CAR.E

TLlE M^N5TER, \\/tl ? \VlLL £>FTEN
(

TUR.N A5IPE

*

.1
i

&UT TLlE 5LIE-&EAR.

TLlU5 AC075TEP EENP5 TLlE
PEA5ANT

*

TPPTLl ANP NAIL.

foK.

TLlE FEMALE OF TLlE 5PECIE5 15
M <?EE PEAPLY U-lAN TLlE MALE.

kllPLlNC
jp
CojsrcjRatuLatioJsrS !
We couLS Not Be moRe

Love, t)a5, mom

pRouc) of

you.

IcRistiNa

ALEXI5

*

foLUAV Y^UR. PR.EAM5
LWE PAP ANP IV|^M

Parent Ads
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Dear AnneWe are so

-

proud of

you-but best
of all your
adventure
is just
beginning

.

[

4

Justin,
It is just amazing how you have
grown from a curious infant,
examining every object in his
path, to an inquisitive young
man on a continual quest for
answers to the unknown. I
often reminisce about our
hikes in Central Park, Bike
rides in Flushing Medow Park,
weekly trips to the library, stroll
through Greenwich Village and
of course, your sense of humor.
It is my hope that you pursue
your future endeavors with the same vigor you have
demonstrated throughout your life. Raising you has
been a joy.
Mom

V1

3
Congratulations Kelsey/
Frorvi quiet hoivies and first
begiNNing.
Out to the undiscovered ends.
There s Nothing worth the wear
of wiNNing,
But Laughter and the love of
friendsHilaire Belloc
You Made it/... MOM & Dad

i

\

L

u

l

u

mmfllu

/ « Zotch..

1 5 ,

C5W(/rt«t«f»1l5»wf

.

B C., We are ao
very proud of
you and all your
accomplishments May
Sod bless you in all
your new reaches!!
Congratulations!
Our love always ,
Mum * Dad

&

*

r9

.

*

r

It doesn’t seem that
bng ago when you
were excited to start
your first day of
school- and now you’re
ready to start new
adventures. I’m very
proud of you

Love
Mom

i. -
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Parent Ads

Congratulations
-

“

Don't ever lose your
ipeci'al iparkle anb
zest for

We hope you ate as proud

of

m

£ ft

as we are of you!
Love front us all .

I

.

Nicole,
There are
no words to
express how
proud we are
of the person
you’ve her
coma You've
worked hard
to achieve
,

U/e couldn't be
prouder or love you
more,
y&ur family

M&9(

yourself

life...

I am not afraid of storms, I am learning
how to sail my ship-Louisa May Alcott

JK

your goals and. you’ve done it with grace. As
you take off on your life’s journey, let your kind
heart guide you to limitless dreams. Knowing as
always that we believe you can do anything.
Now spread your wings and soar!
A life of lova
Mom and Dad

.

_

J

Rachel, may you always find your own true north.

Congratulations!

With all our love,
Mom & Dad

Kristen
Let a Smile Be Your
Umbrella !!
We couldn ’t be more
proud of you . Beauti ¬
ful on the inside and
out... you 're ready for
the dance of your life.
CONGRATULATIONS!
All Our Love ,
Dad , Mom . Eric & Dex

.

Coi^»

-

rat ula l iDvn & Chri c.

~ We are. ve.
ry
proud 0 f youl
Love., Mowi , Dad, Litoda, Larry , -Je.t'avi ,
Matt & NiWl
Parent Ads
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PI

\

are iMcredidibly proud
you
arid love you very
of
Much.
MOM Dad + Mick
,

Joe, Good job! Keep
your nose to the

grindstone and
your eyes on the
stars. Great things
wait for youXove,
Dad and Lisa

fr

%
\
NIANA&IRPII CPN<;RATULATIPN6II V/C. ARE. t>0 PROUD PFYPUII PAP.
MOH . R^&ERT S I ART. tO PRPUP OF ALL YPUR ACCPMPU6NMENTi> ll
YPU ARE. tO TALENTED AND UAVtL tO MANY VPNPERFUL
YPU ARE. PUR -5uN.6l4lNE.il

JIFT6II

(

\\/E ALL LPVE. Y<?U I I

.

ASIA

?

i

Arielle!
World Traveler , Gifted Writer , Intelligent Thinker ,
Sharp-Witted Mind. Bon Vivant, Inspired Artist ,
Joyce Scholar , Honored Academic , Beautiful Person.
Beloved Daughter , Light of our Life
Love ft- Happiness Always from Mom &- Rog

: <
'

S-

'

2

'

.

2

:

V

1

AVJ

yowve always sef your sicjkfs ov\ "Cke Sig 0»te1 Fol
low yout* dreams ar\d r\eve »* lose. sigfkL of wKaf s + »*uly
importawf itA life.
Love,
Mom, "Com, ar\d Ben
1
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¬

Your dedication & tenacity have earned
far more than a diploma . Stay focused
on your truth and follow your heart .

V

V

r

STEPHEN,
MORE TRAILS

*

TO FOLLOW AND
PATHWAYS TO CLEAR
- ENJOY THE CLIMB!

s
'

feT

,

CONGRATULATIONS

w

WE ARE VERY

5

PROUD OF YOU AND
TREASURE THE BLISTERS.

.

LOVE MOM, DAD,
SONYA, AND

Tiger “ You ’ re the
apple of my eye.”
Congratulat ions
Dad

kt

ANNE-MARGARET

-v
,
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,
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Gorrgvratiulat.io:rLS, R_y!
Whatever you cLo~ Tatce care of your

3

sh.oes-

Frffc

life has many mountains some

A

ate

big ~ some

Love, IN/Eom and Dad

ate

small Enjoy them all

OEft.Eyy-

A SPAft-KLfMG
<_(P£,
A SMOOTH (UJN,
(AjlTFI PO.IDE AMD

.

k

LOUE,
FROM DAD AMD

MOM

v

felA
"Swiftly flow

the years..."

.

We are so proud of you Kasey!
Love, Mom + Dad
Parent Ads
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Aaby, Julianne
Aasen, Darren
Abarro, Heidi
Abel, Garrett
Abinante, Jonathan
Aceituno, Diego
Adachi-Osawa, Nancy
Adamack, Joseph
Adams, Amy
Adams, Matthew
Adams, Meghan
Adams, Jr., James
Addis, Marin
Adelhart, Brady
Adrian, Patrick
Adsley, Earl
Affleck, Coreena
Aghai, Jaleh
Agrawal, Maria Alise
Ahiers, Megan
Ahlvin, Benjamin
Ahnen, Nicole
Ahrens, Jenna
Ahuero, Heather
Aiken, Valerie
Akagi, Sheryl
Akamine, Lenn
Akamine, Sean
Akazawa, Ellise
Akimoto, Joel
Akmajian, Adrianne
Al-Sudairi, Faisal
Alano, Claire
Alexander, Shalea
Allen, Abigail
Allen, Frances
Allen, Georgina
Allen, Heidi
Allen, Michael
Allen, Nicole
Allen, Ryan
Allen, Ty
Allen-Tonar, Nicodemus
Alley, Kaitlin
Alik, Noelle
Allured, Ethan
Aim, Emily
Almaas, Krista
Alport, David
Alt, Sarah
Altorfer, Edward
Amaral, Megan
Amburgey, Charles
Ames, Brian
Ames, Rachael
Amland, Nicholas
Amstutz, Amanda
Amstutz, Christian
Andersen, Melanie
Andersen, Shawna
Anderson, Brandi
Anderson, Briggs
Anderson, Carolyn
Anderson, Colleen
Anderson, Erin
Anderson, Jasper

144

Index

Anderson, Josh
Anderson, Krista
Anderson, Lindsay
Anderson, Lindsay
Anderson, Rosemary
Anderson, Taryn
Anderson, Tera
Anderson, Tera
Andert, Joshua
Andree, Christopher
Andrus, Scott
Ansari, Leila
Anscher, Jonathan
Antone, Alika
Apperson, Erin
Arakaki, Joel
Arakelian, Melissa
Arends, Maggie
Armocido, Samuel
Arnaud, Katherine
Arndt, Nicholas
Arnold, Lauren
Arnold, Lisa
Arquette, Kristen
Arvidson, Kathleen
Asahina, Marcus
Asai, Takanori
Asao, Ashley
Asfeld, Cassandra
Ash, Jennifer
Asher, Timothy
Ashley, Daniel
Asmann, Aaron
Athing, Chelsea
Atkinson, Kathleen
Atwell, Courtney
Ause, Allison
Averill, Janel
Avery, Carol
Avirom, Haviva
Ayers, Michelle
Azarow, Katherine

P
Baars David
,

Baars, Timothy
Babcock, Nicolette
Baca, Angelica
Badewitz, Jennifer
Badua, Rickey
Baehr, Amanda

Bailey, Diya
Bailey, Rebecca
Bailey, Robert
Bain, Charlotte
Baird, Jessica
Baker, Christina
Baker, Dana
Baker, Jessica
Baker, Steven
Baker, Winston
Baker-Wagner, Tamara
Bakken, Erin
Baldwin, Claire
Baldwin, Mark
Baldwin, Rebecca
Bale, Jeffrey
Ball, David

Ball, Hazel
Ball, Jason
Ball, Katy
Ball, Sara
Ballard, William
Balmer, Timothy
Bancroft, Stacy
Banducci, Andrea
Bandy, Laurel
Bangcaya, Mikael
Bangert, Meghan
Bankhead, Gene
Baretich, Bethanne
Barker, Sara
Barnett, Lindsay
Barone, Valarie
Barrett-Fitzsimmons, Rebecca
Barter, Megan
Bartle, Kimberly
Barton, John David
Bartow, Victoria
Bashor, Drew
Baskett, Noah
Bassett, Michelle
Batdorf, Demetria
Bates, Ashley
Baulne, Casey
Baumgarten, Tamalin
Baur, William
Baxter, Eugenia
Baxter, Shawn
Baxter, Suzanne
Bayha, Sean
Bean, Aaron
Bean, Brianna
Beattie li, Robert
Bechdel, Laura
Bechtol, Lynn
Beck, Gregorio
Becker, Elizabeth
Becker, Julia
Beckman, Matthew
Beckwith, Sheri
Bede, Ryan
Bee, Cathleen
Beede, Jordan
Beeler, Katherine
Beem, Jonathon
Behringer, Edward
Belcher, Lindsay
Belcher, Thomas
Bell, Gregory
Bellamy, Jennifer
Bellamy, Sarah
Ben-Meir, Ori
Bengtson, Nathan
Benham, Matthew
Benish, Clare
Benjamin, Christopher
Benner, Alyssa
Bennett, Alena
Bennett, Allison
Bennett, Amanda
Bennett, Brian
Bennett-Eisen, Reed
Bensch, Jason
Benson, Heidi
Benya, Frazier

Berg, Emily
Berger, Laura
Bergevin, Zachary
Bergset, Erik
Bergstad, John
Bergstedt, Lauren
Berman, Emma
Bernhardt, Alexander
Bertschy, Kendra
Best, Autumn
Betcher, Casey
Bettelman, Matt
Bettencourt, Ashley
Bettinger, Ryan
Betz-Brown, Sarah
Beuning, Derek
Bevers, Amanda
Beyrouty, Paul
Bhattacharyya, Pooja
Bialos, China
Bieniasz, Kimberly
Biggerstaff, Devon
Bihl, Alison
Biru, Robel
Bishop, Jessica
Bishop, Kathryn
Bishop, Michael
Bjorklund, Tara
Black, Charlotte
Black, Cory
Blagden, Katherine
Blair, Carolyn
Blair, R . Matthew
Blair-Stahn, Chai
Blake, Moriah
Blake, Steven
Blanchet, Scott
Blasingame, Alicia
Blatteis, Jeremy
Bley, Melodie
Blincow, Kayla
Blindheim, Michael
Bliss, Emily
Bliss, Michael
Bliss, Sarah
Blitch, Julia
Block, Jacqueline
Blomquist, Caitlin
Bloomquist, Katherine
Blum, Jonathan
Bockman, William
Bode, Denee
Bodenhamer, Michelle
Bodnar, Sarah
Bodrian, Barton
Boelk, Jesse
Boer, Elena
Bogart, Lyle
Bogdanovitch, Philip
Boice, Joseph
Bolin, Sean
Bolton, Stephanie
Bonniwell, Matthew
Bonsall, Jonathan
Bontecou, Amanda
Boomer, Amanda
Boomer, Veronica
Bor, Kristen

Borchardt, Tanya
Bordelon, Kayla
Borgen , Alex
Borgerding , Leah
Borgers, Lachrista
Borman , Seth
Bornstein-Grove, Matthew
Borodic, Jay
Borodovsky, Alexandra
Borsten , Sarah

Bort, Jeremy
Borthwick, Katherine
Borys, Jenna
Bosisto, Sherrie
Bottrell , Christina
Boucher, Shon
Boullay, Danielle
Bourdon , Andrew
Bow, Julia
Bowles, Michael
Box, Jessica
Boyd , Sheryl
Boykoff , Jenna
Boyle, Derek
Boyter , Leslie
Brabeck, Sarah
Bradley, Benjamin
Bradley , Daniel
Bradley, Melinda
Bradshaw, Sarah
Brady, Meaghan
Brady, Teresa
Braun , Peter
Breed , Casey
Brehm , Megan
Breisch, Shonti
Brenner, Alexander
Brevik, Kjirsten
Briggs, Jeremy
Bright, Sondra
Brik, Andrew
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do not expect . I apologize for the

inconvenience .
Editor Chrissv Dupuis
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